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The radiative absorption coefficient of an isothermal hydrogen 
plasma is calculated using a steP-Wise gray approximation. The 
approximation retains a high degree of accuracy while significantly 
reducing the numerical computer time. The accuracy of the approx-
imation depends on the spacing of the steps taken in the frequency 
spectrum as well as the number or steps used; 135 steps are used in 
this study. 
Plasma conditions of interest in this study are for temper-
atures between 5000 and 60,000°K, densities between 10-5 and 
10-7 gm/cm3 , and thicknesses between 0.1 and 100 em. Flux and 
intensity calculations are made for each case using the average 
absorption coefficient developed from the steP-Wise gray approximation. 
The importance ef the trade-off between the shift to higher 
frequencies in the maximum of the Planck function and the population 
increase ef the high electronic states as temperature increases is 
discussed. The results are shown in graphical and tabular form for 
conditions pertinent to the Jovian atmospheric entry problem. 
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Radiation is an important mode of energy transfer in much 
of the current heat transfer analysis. Currently there is con-
siderable interest in exploring the planets of the solar system. 
This requires high speed entry into their atmospheres. Radiation 
is the most important form of heat transfer in the maximum 
decelleration portion of most planetary entry trajectories. The 
exact calculation of the radiative heating, which must be known 
to design the entry vehicles, is a costly numerical process. 
Because of the excessive computer time required to calculate 
the nongray radiation from the shock layer plasma, it is 
desirable to develop accurate approximate methods. This 
analysis investigates the possibility of using a step.wise 
gray approximation for the radiation absorption coefficient. 
In the shock layer region around a body entering a planetary 
atmosphere, the temperature changes from very hot near the shock 
to a much lower value near the body. In the high temperature 
regions simple aolecules such as hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen 
are not only dissociated but also are ionized. Atomic line 
radiation becomes significant. For energy transitions involving 
the outer electronic atates Griem (l) has shown that atomic lines 
have a Lorentzian shape with the half width mainly dependent upon 
electron collision broadening. An investigation by Wilson and 
Hoshizaki(Z) revealed that about 50 per cent or the radiative 
2 
transport within shock layers during re-entry comes from the atomic 
lines. 
Reabsorption and overlapping of line wings become important 
as the lines become optically thick. The radiative heat transfer 
is significantly reduced by the effects of radiative cooling 
and nongray self-absorption. (3 ) Since nongray self-absorption 
is important, it is necessary to make detailed quantum mechanical 
calculations for the spectral absorption coefficient. 
In the lower temperature regions molecular hydrogen, 
oxygen, etc. exist, and molecular band radiation is important. 
The low temperature regions occur near the boundary layer. 
The continuum absorption coefficient is well defined 
for atomic gases. It results from bound-free and free-free 
transitions. The contribution resulting from bound-bound 
transitions requires a knowledge of the total line strength and 
the shape of the spectral absorption coefficient for each 
line; the former is well known for simple gases, but the latter 
is not. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Several approximate methods have been developed in radiative 
transfer theory. The classical approximations are the Planck 
(4) 
and Rosseland means. The Planck mean requires the radiating 
plasma to be optically thin, while the Rosseland mean requires 
the plasma to be optically thick. These restrictions limit 
their application to general radiation calculations. 
Radiative intensity from isothermal hydrogen plasmas has been 
studied by Aroeate and Benton;( 5) however their investigation did 
not include the contribution from the higher electronic tran-
sitions. They determined contributions to the intensity due to 
discrete transitions using approximate expressions for the 
absorption coefficient. They assumed the partition function 
to be equal to the contribution from the ground state. 
Olfe( 6 ) approximated the radiation from hydrogen plasmas 
0 
at temperatures from 300 to 10,000 K. He considered contributions 
!rom the continuum, atomic lines, and molecular bands. At higher 
temperatures the molecular band radiation was found to be of 
secondary importance, since hydrogen molecules dissociate into 
atomic hydrogen under these conditions. He calculated the spectral 
absorption coefficient for the pressure-induced rotation spectrum. 
For a rotational line, the absorption coefficient was represented 
by a dispersion contour modified on the low frequency side by a 
Boltzman factor and with a half width proportional to the square 
root of the temperature. 
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Nelson and Goulard(?) considered line and continuum 
radiation from isothermal hydrogen shock layers at temperatures 
0 from 15.000 to 33.000 K. They used a trapezoidal numerical 
integration with variable step size to calculate the radiative 
intensity. The step size was adjusted by allowing the absorption 
coefficient to vary by no more than 50% of its previous value 
throughout the interval. They showed that line radiation is more 
important than continuum radiation at low ambient densities; 
however 1 as the ambient density increased• continuum radiation 
becomes more significant than line radiation. Nelson and 
Goulard(?) also showed that the shock layer is optically thin at 
low ambient densities. and it becomes optically thick as the 
ambient density increases. 
Nelson and Crosbie{S) calculated the continuum radiative 
flux from nonisothermal• nongray atomic gases. They assumed 
linear temperature profiles in the shock layer in order to uncouple 
the radiative transfer from the fluid mechanics. They showed the 
importance of the ionization edge location and the spectral 
shape of the absorption coefficient. The method of superposition 
was used to extend the results to atomic gases with multiple 
electronic levels. However, they did not consider the contri-
bution from the atomic lines. This made the integration of the 
spectral absorption coefficient much easier since the continuum 
is a relatively smooth function. They used Simpson's rule for 
the spectral integration. 
5 
(9) Lasher et al. calculated the radiation from hydrogen plasmas 
using the equivalent line width approximation for most of the 
atomic lines. Detailed line profiles were used for the transitions 
between the low electronic states, while a dispersion profile was 
assumed for the line shape of the transitions involving the high 
electronic states. The equivalent line width approximation 
restricts the results in that it does not take into account the 
effect of line overlap. Therefore, the method becomes question-
able when the pressures and densities of the plasma are large. 
Equivalent line grouping has also been used to facilitate 
the calculation of line radiation in radiative flux calculations. (lO) 
Its unique feature is the replacement of several lines in a 
narrow frequency interval by a single line, thus reducing the 
number of necessary calculations. However, this approximation 
assumes that each line within the frequency interval is either 
optically thin or optically thick. 
Nicolet(ll) discusses the molecular band model as used in 
calculating the radiative flux. In the molecular band model the 
molecular spectrum is converted into an equivalent continuum, 
omitting the fine details of the inner band system. This method 
yields the correct fluxes when the layer is optically thin, 
optically thick, or when strong overlapping of lines occurs. 
For most cases within the molecular spectra, the approximation 
is very good. 
The ap~roximate methods discussed above for calculating 
the radiation from a plasma have several trade-offs. These must 
be evaluated in order to determine an appropriate method for 
calculating the radiation emitted by a plasma. The step-wise 
6 
gray approximation developed in this research evolves from these 
previous models. In addition to considering the radiating species 
of the previous models, the current model considers the effects 
of molecular bands. The previous work of Nelson and Goulard(?) 
and Lasher et al. ( 9) neglected molecular hydrogen and hence, did 
not consider molecular band radiation. 
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF STEP-WISE GRAY APPROXIMATION 
A. Governing Equations 
The equation of radiant transfer for an absorbing-emitting 
medium is a continuity equation for the number of photons propagating 
within the solid angle d~ and within the frequency interval v to 
Y + dY • The conservation of radiant energy is given by 
d I y 
d s 
= It y B y (T) - It y I (S) y 
where I is the radiant intensity, S is the direction of pra-
Y 
pagation, It is the absorption coefficient, and B (T) is the y y 
Planck function. The geometry of the shock layer configuration 
is shown in Fig. 1, where x = S cos 6 and cos 6 :: 1J. • Assuming 
local theromodynamic equilibrium exists, the Planck function is 
given by 
B = y 
2h~ 
exp(hy I kT) - 1 
The radiative transport equation can be integrated over a 
path length L, assuming zero intensity at the orgin and an 
isothermal plasma, to give 
I 
y 
(L, 1-1 ) = B 
y 















(L,IJ. ) = ]o Bv (T) ( 1 - exp (. K v L --)] dv 
Radiative !lux is found by integrating the total intensity over 
the solid angle, where E3 is the exponential integral 
When the plasma is optically thin, K L -+ 0 and the flux is y 
F(L) :: Jt f 00B ('r) [ K L] d y Jo v v 




F(L) *' Jt f B (T) d v Jo v 
Equations (5) and (6) are well known expressions for intensity 
and flux. The main difficulty in their evaluation arises 
because the absorption coe!!:l.cient varies by several orders 
of magnitude over the atomic lines. 





The absorption coefficient depends on frequency, temperature, 
and density. When the temperature is low, molecular hydrogen 
becomes important in certain spectral regions. The data for the 
Lyman, Werner, and Photoionization molecular bands was taken 
from curves for absorption cross-sections or those bands, (l 2 ) 
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the vibration-rotation lines. As the temperature increases and 
the molecules dissociate, the effect of molecular hydrogen becomes 
negligible. Atomic hydrogen is the primary source of emission. 
When extremely high temperatures are reached, the hydrogen atoms 
become ionized, and free-free radiation between protons and elec-
trons is the primary source or errdssion. The temperature and 
density of the plasma control the population or molecular, atomic, 
and ionized hydrogen. 
C. Step..Wise Gray Approximation 
In order to develop the step..wise gray approximation, the 
spectral frequency range is divided into several intervals or 
varying width 6 v • '!'hey are large (about one eV) when only 
continuum radiation 2s present; however, 6 v must be very small 
when line centers are located in the interval. A quadratic fit 
is used in the numerical process of approximating the continuum 
absorption coefficient when a line center is not in the frequency 
interval. If a line center is in the interval, a simple averaging 
process is used to determine the average continuum absorption 
coefficient. A Lorentz line shape is assumed in order to calculate 
the bound-bound absorption coefficient of lines with centers in 
the spectral interval. The continuum contains the line wings of 
lines with centers outside the spectral interval of interest, 
as well as free-free and bound-free radiation. 
The model developed in this research averages the absorP-
tion coefficient 2n each frequency interval. An average 
absorption coefficient is calculated for each line with its 
14 
line center located in the spectral interval. The individual 
line contribution is then summed to determine the total bound-
bound absorption coefficient for the interval. This value 
is added to the average continuum absorption coefficient in 
the interval to obtain the total average absorption coefficient. 
The continuum absorption coefficient is calculated in two 
ways, depending on whether or not a line is encountered within 
the frequency interval. If a line center is not contained in 
the frequency interval, a quadratic fit is used in the approximation 
of the continuum absorption coefficient. The line wings are con-
sidered as being part of the continuum. Three points are chosen, 
point one at the beginning, point two at the middle, and point 
three at the end of the frequency interval. The exact values 
for the total absorption coefficients at the three points are 
taken from a program developed by Nelson and Gou1ard5 7 ) The 
average absorption coefficient becomes 
6 
where K , ltv , and~ are the absorption coefficients at 
"1 2 y 3 
the three points. This yields the average continuum absorption 
coefficient for the spectral interval. It is especially useful 
when line wings are present. 
When a line center is in the frequency interval, the 
continuum absorption coefficient is assumed to vary linearly 
in the frequency interval v 1 to v3 . The average absorption 
(9) 
coefficient becomes 
It = c 
The average bound-bound absorption coefficient is found 
by averaging the atomic line absorption coefficients over the 
spectral interval, assuming a Lorentz line shape. 
h sf 7i dv 
If a line center is not in the spectral interval, the average 
line absorption coefficient is zero. After performing the 






I sf ( 12) 
i=l 
Here ~e 1 has been summed over all the lines with centers in 
the frequency intervalv 3 -V 1 • Equation (11) does not contain 
the stimulated emission factor ( 1-e:xp(-h vI kT)); however, the 
continuum contribution in the spectral interval contains the 
stimulated emission factor. 
~he average total absorption coefficient in the frequency 
interval is found by adding the average continuum and average 
line absorption coefficients together 
Using this, the average total intensity is found by summing the 





B (T) [ 1-exp ( ~ ) ] 6 vi 
v 1.1. ( 14) 
i 
~he average total flux is calculated in a similar manner, 
F(L) • I 2:n:B (T)[ t- E3 (Jt.rL)]av. i v 1 ( 15) 
Now the step model is complete and the radiative intensity 
and flux can be calculated. Figure (5) shows graphically the 
steP-wise gray absorption coefficient as a function of frequency. 
Each frequency interval has an average absorption coefficient 
of its own, which when placed along side that of the other 
frequency intervals depicts a graph similar to the exact graph 
of absorption coefficient versus frequency. The only difference 
is that there are "steps" in each interval rather than a 
continuous curve. 
Once the total average absorption coefficient is obtained, 
it is used in the radiative intensity and flux calculations. 
The average intensity and flux are calculated for each interval 
6 v ; these are summed for all the intervals to determine the 
intensity and flux for a particular temperature, density, and 
shock layer thickness. 
D. Accuracy of Approximation 
In this study various numbers of steps were tried With varying 
accuracy. In general, increas~g the number of steps increased the 
accuracy. For the data presented 135 steps were taken in a spectral 
'E -4 
oiO 




p = 10 gm/cm 
T: 5000 °K 
h -v, eV 
Fig. 5 Physical model 
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interval from zero to fifty electron volts. Where only continuum 
radiation is significant, the step sizes were quite large 
(as much as one eV). However, when atomic lines occur within 
a frequency interval, step sizes were as small as O.OOOleV. 
The position of the steps was determined through a trial and 
error procedure until an accurate approximation was obtained. This 
was done by investigating the contribution to the total flux of 
th 






~ F i was limited by 
( 16) 
th If this criteria was not satisfied, the i interval was decreased. 
The spectral position of each step is shown in Table I. 
The accuracy of the step-wise gray approximation is shown 
in Table II. Plasma conditions of interest are for temperatures 
of 20,000°K and 40,000°K at densities of 3.1415 X 10-8 gm/cm3 
and 1.55 X 10-6 gm/cm3 respectively. When the frequency spectrum 
is divided into a small number of intervals, the accuracy is 
poor compared to when it is divided into many intervals of 
varying length A~ The per cent deviation from exact results 
obtained using the numerical program developed by Nelson and 
Goulard ( 7 ) is shown in Table II. At 20,000°K Nelson and Goulard 
obtained for the flux 2.96 X 109 ergs/sec-cm2 and for the intensity 
8 2 0 5.80 X 10 ergs/sec-em -sr. At 40,000 K they obtained for the 
flux 3.06 X 1012 ergs/sec-cm2 and for the intensity 5.39 X 10 11 
2 
ergs/sec-em -sr. 
The 20,000°K ease is less accurate than the 40,000°K case. 
19 
TABLE I 
LISTING OF FREQUENCY INTERVALS (ev) 
. 
50.0000 16.0000 12.1500 10.2040 10.1960 4.2500 
46.0000 15.0000 12.1000 10.2020 10.1950 4.0000 
44.0000 14.5000 12.0950 10.2010 10.1940 3.7500 
42.0000 14.0000 12.0900 10.2000 10.1920 3.5000 
40.0000 13.8500 12.0880 10.1995 10.1900 3.2500 
38.0000 13.7500 12.0865 10.1990 10.1850 3.0000 
36.0000 13.6000 12.0860 10.1988 10.1800 2.8500 
34.0000 13.5000 12.0850 10.1986 10.1700 2.7000 
32.0000 13.3500 12.0830 10.1985 10.1000 2. 5000 
30.0000 13.2000 12.0800 10.1984 10.0000 2.0000 
29.0000 13. 1000 12.0600 10.1982 9.5000 1.8000 
28.0000 13.0500 12.0400 10.1981 9.0000 1. 5000 
27.0000 13.0200 12.0000 10.1980 8.5000 1. 2000 
26.0000 13.0000 11.5000 10.1979 8.0000 1. 0000 
25.0000 12.9600 11.0000 10.1978 7.5000 0.5000 
24.0000 12.9200 10.7500 10.1977 7.0000 0.2000 
23.0000 12.9000 10.5000 10.1976 6.5000 0.1000 
22.0000 12.8000 10.3000 1 o. 1975 6.0000 0.0500 
21.0000 12.7750 10.2600 10.1973 5.5000 0.0200 
20.0000 12.7500 10.2300 10.1972 5.2500 0.0100 
19.0000 12.7250 10.2150 10.1970 5.0000 
18.0000 12.6000 10.2080 10.1968 4-7500 












Accuracy of Intensity Calculations at 
20,000°K and 40,000°K 
(Plasma thickness = 1.0 em) 
20 
T = 20,0000K T = 40 1 0000K 
TIME INTENSITY ERROR INTENSITY ERROR 
(ERGS/ (%) (ERGS/ (%) (SEC.) SEC-CM2-SR) SEC-CM2-SR) 
18 1.59 X 1011 2?,400 1.14 X 1012 111 
21 6.66 X to9 t ,050 3.99 X 1011 26 
25 3.22 X 109 472 1.35 X 1012 150 
26 9.44 X 108 63 6.02 X 1011 11.5 
29 4.56 X to9 690 2.97 X 10 t 1 45 
33 6.?4 X 108 16.2 5.80 X 10 11 7.4 
35 6.58 X 108 13.4 5.74 X 1011 6.5 
0 At 20,000 K there ~s a s~gn~ficant amount of atomic hydrogen 
present in the shock layer. Hence, this makes it possible 
for more bound-bound energy transitions to occur which give 
rise to atomic lines. The lines are difficult to integrate 
over accurately. The frequency interval in which a line center 
occurs must be divided into many small intervals to accurately 
approximate the atomic line absorption coeff~cient. 
0 At 40,000 K the plasma is nearly fUlly ionized with only 
electrons and protons present. Therefore, only a few lines 
21 
exist. 0 The radiation is mostly due to the continuum at 40,000 K, 
wh~ch is easily approximated. 
The location of the beginning and end (cuts) of each spectral 
interval has a large effect on the accuracy. For instance, 
when 100 cuts are used, the accuracy is less than for 80 cuts. 
This is because of the spacing of the cuts. The cuts are 
located in a manner that does not yield a true average of the 
absorption coeff~cient; instead, a much higher absorption 
coeftic~ent than the one which actually existed is pred~cted by 
the model. 
The flux and ~ntena~ty are found to have about the same 
per centage error. Therefore, only the intensity results are 
shown in Table II. 
The t~me required to make the intensity and flux calculations 
~ncreased as the number of steps increased. Required computer 
time versus the number of intervals is shown in Table II. 
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IV. RESULTS 
An IBM Syste~360, model 50 computer was used for the 
numer~cal calculat~ons in this study. Approximately 35 seconds 
of computer time was required to model the absorption coefficient 
and calculate the flux and intensity for ten shock layer thick-
nesses at one temperature and density. The shock layer was 
assumed to be isothermal. The flux and intensity numerical 
results are presented ~n tabular form in Appendix B, while the 
results are presented in graphical form in the discussion that 
follows. The numerical computer program that was used for the 
calculations is listed in Appendix C. 
A. Absorption Coefficient 
The absorption coefficient (em- 1 ) as a function of frequency 
(eV) is shown in Figs. 6 through 9. K is plotted in Figs. 6 y 
0 0 through 8 for temperatures of 10,000 K and 40,000 K at constant 
density. Fig. 6 is for a density of lo-5 gm/cm3 , Fig. 7 for a 
density of 10-6 gm/cm3 , and Fig. 8 for a density of 10-? gm/cm~ 
Fig. 9 gives the absorption coefficient for a density of lo-5 
gm/cm3 at a temperature of 5000°K. 
The photoionization edges occur at approximately 13.6eV 
(Lyman series), 3.4eV (Balmer series), 1.5eV (Paschen series), 
and 0.85eV (Brackett series). The Lyman edge is clearly visible 
in the ~guresJ however, the other edges are hidden by the con-
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The Lyman l~nes are also v~s~ble ~n Figs. 6 through 9. The 
Ly•·~s seen at 10.2eV, Ly~ at 12.1eV, and L~ at 12.5eV. The 
other Lyman l~nes are also present; however, they are so close 
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together that they appear as eont~nuum on the graphs. In F~gs. 7, 
8, and 9 the H« and H~ l~nes are v~s~ble at 1.8eV and 2.5eV. The 
Paschen and Brackett l~nes are masked by the free-free rad~at~on 
process. 
1. Effect of temperature at constant dens~ty 
The effect of temperature at constant dens~ty on the rad~a-
t~on absorpt~on coeff~c~ent ~s seen ~n F~gs. 6 through 8. At 
10,000°K and 10-5 ~cm3 , ~ ~rst decreases ashY ~ncreases y 
because . the free-free absorpt~on cross sect~on decreases as 
1~ 3 and also because the exc~ted ato~c hydrogen states are not 
populated suff~c~ently to contr~bute to the absorpt~on coeff~c~ent. 
As hv ~ncreases beyond 2.5eV, the absorpt~on coeff~c~ent begins 
to ~ncrease f~rst due to the Balmer l~nes and cont~nuum and 
then due to the Ly« l~ne ~ng. The H2 Lyman molecular band 
does not s~gn~f~cantly ~nfluence Kv because the H2 populat~on 
~s so small. 
The absorpt~on coeff~c~ent cont~nues ~ts general ~ncrease 
between 10 and 13.9eV due to the Lyman l~nes. After pass~ng 
the Lyman ~on~zat~on edge, the ground state cont~nuum process ~s 
respons~ble for the absorpt~on coeff~c~ent. At 10,000°K the 
ground state ~s ~ghly populated; hence, the absorption coef-
fic~ent ~n t~s range ~s large. 
At 40,000°K and 10•5 gm/cm3 , cont~nually decreases as hv 
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increases from zero to about lOeV. It first decreases because 
of the free-free radiation process. It continues to decrease as 
hv increases from 2eV because the higher excited states of 
hydrogen are more highly populated than the lower excited states, 
and the bound-free continuum process drops off as 1/v 3 • Also, 
0 the Lya line is not as strong as it was at 10,000 K because the 
ground state population has decreased. Hence, the Lya line wing 
does not increase K from 5 to lOeV as it did at 10,000°K. Between 
v 
10 and 13.9eV the Lyman lines appear, while beyond 13.9eV the 
ground state continuum is responsible for the absorption coefficient. 
At densities of 1o-6 and 10-7 gm/cm3 , trends similar to those 
discussed above are observed. However, as density decreases the 
Balmer lines increase in importance. 
0 0 As the temperature increases from 10,000 K to 40,000 K, the 
absorption coefficient increases in the frequency interval from 
zero to approximately 10eV and decreases in the frequency interval 
from 10eV to infinity. This can be attributed entirely to the 
population of the hydrogen electronic states. 
At low temperatures only the ground state of atomic hydrogen 
is significantly populated, and the electron number density is 
low. This causes the ground state continuum process and the 
Lyman series bound-bound processes to be the major contributors 
to the radiative absorption coefficient. 
At high temperatures the electron number density is high, 
and the ground state population is small. This causes the free-
free process and the excited state bound-free processes to be the 
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major contributors to the radiative absorption coefficient. 
2. Effect of density at constant temperature 
The effect of density at constant temperature can be 
considered by investigating Figs. 6 through 8. Firs~ a temperature 
0 
of 10,000 K wi11 be considered. 
The free-tree absorption coefficient varies direct1y with 
density as density changes from 10-5 to 10-7 gm/cm3. It is 
related to the ~opu1ation of the electrons(lO) which changes 
direct1y with the density. 
In the frequency region from 2.5 to 10eV, the absorption 
coefficient is inf1uenced by the Ba1mer lines and continuum as 
well as the Ly« line wing. The absorption coefficient in the 
Ly« 1ine wing increases as density increases at 10,000°K. This 
is because the number density of the electrons increases (see Figs. 
A-1, A-2 1 and A-3), thus, broadening the Lya line wing. The 
continuum absorption coefficient increases directly with density. 
Hence, the absorption coefficient in the interval from 5 to lOeV 
increases slight1y faster than the density for density changes at 
0 10 1 000 K. 
The Balmer lines influence the rate of change of K with 
v 
frequency near 2.5eV. As the density increases, the Ba1mer lines 
become less important in defining the absorption coefficient. 
The population of the ground state and the excited states 
of the hydrogen atom vary directly with the density. At a given 
frequency, the ratio of the continuum absorption coefficient at 
two different densities is proportional to the ratio of the 
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populations at the two densities. 
In the frequency region beyond 13.9eV, the absorption 
coefficient varies directly with the ground state population 
0 
at 10,000 K. The ground state populations are given in Table III. 
They vary directly with density for a temperature of 10 1 000°K, 
thus accounting for the factor of 10 change in the absorption 
coefficient for a factor of 10 change in density. 
TABLE III 
Populations of the Hydrogen Ground State 
and the First Excited State 
T :: 10 1000°K 0 T :: 40,000 K 
DENSITY No (cm-3 ) N1 (cm-3 ) No (cm-3 ) N1 (cm-3 ) 
10-5 gm/cm3 5.9 X 1018 1.7 X 1014 7.9 X 1016 1.6 X 1016 
•1o-6 5.8 X 1011 1.7 X 1013 9.0 X 1014 1.8 X 1014 
10-? 5-5 X 1016 1. 6 X 1012 9.3 X 1012 1.9 X 1012 
0 Now, the effect of density at 40,000 K will be considered. 
Between zero and 2.0eV the free-free radiation is much stronger 
than the molecular band radiation and the high excited state bound-
free radiation. The free-free absorption coefficient varies directly 
with the square of the electron number density. ( 13 ) The electron 
number density changes directly as the density of the plasma 
changes; therefore, at 40,000°K the free-free absorption coer-
ficient changes as the square of the density. 
For hv between 2.0 and 5.0eV, the bound-free absorption 
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coefficient varies as the population of the first excited state. 
The populations of the first excited state are given in Table III. 
They change by a factor of 100 for density changes of a factor of 
10. 0 This is because the partition function at 40,000 K varies 
directly with density. When the density decreases, the reduction 
of the ionization potential also decreases. This causes the 
electronic partition fUnction to increase, which in turn causes 
the hydrogen population to decrease by a factor of 100 when density 
decreases by a factor or 10. At 10,000°K the higher terms in the 
partition function are negligible and the partition function is 
relatively constant with density. ( 14) The factor or 100 is coin-
cidental to 40,000°K; at 30,000°K it would be smaller; and at 
50,000°K it would be somewhat larger. 
The absorption coefficient decreases in the entire spectral 
0 
region from zero to 10eV at 40 1 000 K. As the density increases, 
the Ly« line undergoes greater broadening, which increases the 
absorption coefficient in the line wing. Thus, as density 
increases, K decreases less rapidly in the frequency interval 
v 
5 to 10eV. 
The Lyman lines occur in the spectral interval between 10 
and 13.9eV. Above 13.9eV the ground state continuum determines 
the magnitude of the absorption coefficient. The populations 
of the ground state differ by about 100, as explained above, 
causing the absorption coefficient to vary as the square of the 
density. 
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3. Effect of mo1ecular band 
Fig. 9 shows the absorption coefficient at a temperature 
or 5000°K and a density of 10-5 ~cm3 • At 5000°K there is very 
little effect from the free-free process due to the low degree of 
ionization. Also, the excited states or atomic hydrogen are 
essentially unpopulated. Therefore, the atomic hydrogen absorption 
coefficient is quite low in the zero to 5eV frequency range. 
At approximately 5.5eV1 Kv increases very rapidly due to 
the H2 Lyman molecular band. The absorption coefficient for 
the H2 Lyman band, which is shown in Fig. 2, remains strong up 
to about 12eV. Over this range or hv (5.5 to 12eV), the H2 
Photoionization band is still relatively weak (see Fig. 4). 
However, the H2 Werner band becomes strong at approximately 10eV 
(see Fig. 3). Thus, in Fig. 9 the effect of the H2 Lyman band 
appears from 5.5 to 10eV; however, the Lyman lines are strong 
enough to mask the Werner molecular band above 10eV. 
At 5Q00°K the ground state is highly populated. This causes 
the ground state continuum process to be large for h v greater than 
13.9eV. Above this frequency, as frequency increases the ground 
state continuum decreases as 1/v 3 • 
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B. Total Intensity 
2 The integral of intensity (ergs/em -sr) from infinity to 
hv as a function of frequency is shown in Figs. 10 through 12. 
The integral of intensity is the normal intensity to the body ( ~= 1) 
B (T)[ 1-exp(-K L) ]dv 
v v 
(17) 
The graphs are plotted for temperatures of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, 
and 40,000°K at densities of 10-5 gm/cm3 (Fig. 10), 10-6 gm/cm3 
(Fig. 11), and 10-7 gm/cm3 (Fig. 12). All of the figures are for 
a plasma thickness of 1.0 em. 
Figs. 10 through 12 allow the following conclusions to be made. 
When the integral of intensity curves are flat over a spectral 
region, there is no major contribution to intensity from either the 
lines or the continuum. When the integral of intensity curves 
have a steep increase over a spectral region, it indicates that a 
strong atomic line exists. This is especially noticeable in 
Figs. 11 and 12 at approximately 10 and 12eV at the locations of 
the Lya and Ly~ lines. The sharp increase indicates that these 
lines make very important contributions to the total intensity. 
0 For instance, in Fig. 12 at a temperature of 40,000 K and between 
a frequency of about 10.2 and 10eV, the intensity doubles because 
of the contribution due to the Lya line. 
Note that in Fig. 11 the T=40,000°K and T=30,000°K curves 
0 
cross at approximately 14eV, and in Fig. 12 the T=20,000 K, 
0 0 T=30,000 K, and T=40,000 K curves cross at about 14.5eV. This is 
caused by the shift in the maximum ot the Planck function to higher 
frequencies as the temperature increases. 0 For instance, at 10,000 K 
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L = 1.0 em 
hv, eV 
Fig. 10 Integral. of intensity over the frequency spectrum for p :: 10-5 
Fig. 11 
T X 163 °K ·~ 
p = 166 gm/cm3 20 




-6 Integral of :lntensity over the frequency spectrum for P = 10 
0 
p = 167 gm/cm3 
L = 1.0 em 
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25 
fig. 12 Integral of intensity over the frequency spectrum for P =10-7 
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the maximum of the Planck function is at 3.9eV, while at 40,000°K 
the maximum of the Planck function is at 9.5eV. Therefore, for a 
density of 10-? gm/cm3 , the source function for ground state con-
tinuum radiation in the spectral interval from infinity to hv is 
greater at 40,000°K than at 30,000°K. Although the ground state 
population is less at 40,000°K than it is at 30 1 000°K, the increase 
in the source function is strong enough to increase the intensity 
in the spectral region from infinity to about 15eV. At higher 
0 densities the population of the electronic states at 40,000 K is 
great enough to increase I oo,v 
0 
above that for T=30,000 K throughout 
the frequency spectrum. 
In the spectral range below 15eV, lower temperature plasmas 
radiate more strongly than the high temperature ones. At 40,000°K 
the excited states and free states are highly populated. But 
since the maximum of the Planck function is shifted to 9.5eV, 
the source function is not strong enough for the radiation from 
the highly populated excited states to have a great effect in the 
zero to five eV range. 
c. Spectral Distribution of Intensity 
Figs. 13 and 14 show the spectral distribution of intensity 
5 -6 3 
at densities of 10- and 10 gm/cm and a plasma thickness 
of 1.0 em. 
0 These graphs are for temperatures of 10,000 and 40,000 K. 
The area under the curves is equal to the total intensity emitted 
by the plasma at those specific theromodynamic conditions. 
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Spectral distribution of intensity for T = 40,000 
In Figs. 13 and 14 at a density of 10-5 gm/cm3 , the effect 
of temperature on the spectral intensity is seen. First, the 
0 10,000 K case will be considered. 
In the zero to 0.5eV range, the plasma radiates as approx-
imately a blackbody. The radiation is optically thick in this 
frequency range. 
The radiative contribution from the Balmer and Paschen 
lines is seen from 0.5 to 3.5eV. They are optically thin at 
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this temperature and, therefore, contribute only a small amount to 
the spectral intensity. The effect of the Ha and the Hp lines 
is seen at 1.8 and 2.5eV in Fig. 13. 
As the frequency increases above 3.9eV, the spectral intensity 
drops off rapidly because the Planck function is decreasing and 
the plasma is optically thin. 
Effects from the Lya line wing on the spectral intensity 
begin to appear at about 9.0eV. The Lya emission near the line 
center is strongly reabsorbed and radiates like a blackbody. 
Other Lyman line effects are seen between 10 and 13.9eV. The 
Ly~ line is also thick and radiates like a blackbody. 
Above 13.9eV the plasma is optically thick and radiates 
like a blackbody. However, since the source function is so 
small above 13.9eV, the total effect of the ground state continuum 
radiation is also small even though the ground state is highly 
populated. 
Q Now a temperature of 40,000 K will be considered at a 
density of 10-5 gm/cm?. At this temperature the maximum of the 
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Planck function has been shifted to 9.5eV. The plasma radiates 
as a blackbody from zero to 2.0eV since the absorption coefficient 
is large due to the highly populated excited and free states. 
0 The Balmer lines are optically thick at 40,000 K; however, 
their effect on the total intensity is small because the source 
function is about a factor of five less than its maximum in the 
frequency range where the Balmer lines occur. 
Above the Balmer ionization edge (3.5eV), the continuum 
0 0 drops off less steeply for 40,000 K than 10,000 K due not only 
to the increase in the population of the excited states, but also 
0 because the source function is still increasing at 40,000 K. 
The Lya and Ly~ lines are optically thick near their line 
centers and are strongly reabsorbed. Other Lyman lines are 
optically thin and have no significant contribution to the 
spectral intensity. 
Above the Lyman ionization edge the continuum is optically 
thin and it radiates like K times the Planck function; whereas, 
v 
the ground state continuum was optically thick and radiated like 
the Planck function. 
For a density of 10-6 gm/cm3 , similar trends occur to those 
observed for the case discussed above. However, since the plasma 
is less dense, and therefore, more optically thin, the spectral 
intensity is leas. 
2. Effect of density at constant temperature 
0 
The effect of density at a temperature of 10,000 K is 
shown in Fig. 13. At a density of 10-5 gm/cm3 the continuum 
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is the most significant radiation process. At this temperature 
and density the plasma is highly populated with neutral atoms 
in which bound-free transitions can occur. Thus, the bound-free 
contribution is large in comparison with the atomic line contribution. 
The Balmer lines are optically thin, hence , they contribute 
little to the total intensity. The Lyman lines are optically 
thick and are reabsorbed, but they also have only a small effect 
since the source function is small where they occur. 
At a density of 10-6 gm/cm3 , the population of the plasma 
is decreased by approximately a factor of 10 from the previous 
case; hence, the spectral absorption coefficient has decreased 
which causes the spectral intensity to decrease. Line radiation 
increases in importance as density decreases because the con-
tinuum becomes optically thin faster than the lines. 
0 Now, the effects of density at 40,000 K will be considered. 
For a density of to-5 gm/cm3 , the plasma radiates as a black-
body from zero to z.oeV because the higher electronic states 
and free states are significantly populated. 
At 40,000°K there are relatively few neutral atoms in which 
a bound-bound transition can occur. Thus, the continuum bound-
free transitions completely mask the Balmer lines at this density. 
The Ly line occurs near the maximum of the source function and 
a 
radiates like a blackbody near its center. Thus, the Lyman line 
contribution to the spectral intensity increases. 
At a plasma density of 10-6 gm/cm3 and temperature of 40,000°K 1 
the plasma radiates as a blackbody from zero to 0.5eV. Blackbody 
radiation is not found from 0.5 to 2.0eV (as was the case for 
= 10-5 gm/cm3 ) because the plasma is less dense which causes p 
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the population of the higher electronic states to decrease relative 
to the previous case of p = 10-5 gm/cm3 • This, in turn, causes 
the plasma to become more optically thin. 
The Balmer lines increase in importance since the bound-free 
continuum radiation has been reduced; however, their effect on the 
total intensity is relatively small. The continuum radiation 
decreases with frequency between 3.5 and 9.5eV. The Planck function 
is still increasing in this frequency range, so the decrease in 
0 
continuum intensity is gradual compared to the 10,000 K case. 
The Ly 0 and Ly ~ lines are optically thick for these plasma 
conditions, causing the spectral intensity to increase signifi-
caat1y. The Lya radiates as a blackbody, and the Ly~ approaches 
blackbody radiation. 
The ground state continuum process decreases with frequency 
but the contribution is much less at a density of 10·6 gm/cm3 
than at 10-5 gm/cm3 because it is more optically thin due to the 
decrease in the number of particles. 
D. Intensity as a Function of Thickness 
Figs. 15 through 17 show the total intensity (ergs/sec-
2 
em -sr) as a function of shock layer thickness (em) at constant 
0 density and temperatures of 20,000, 30,000, 40,000, and 60,000 K. 
All the results are for..,_ = 1. Fig. 15 is for a density of 10-5 
gm/cm3, Fig. 16 for a density of 10•6 gm/cm3 , and Fig. 17 for a 
44 
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Fig. 16 Intensity variation with shock layer thickness for P = 1o-6 
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density of 10-? gm/cm3 • 
First, a density of 10-5 gm/cm3 will be considered. From 
Fig. 15 several conclusions can be drawn. When the plasma is 
optically thin, the intensity increases linearly with thickness. 
At higher temperatures the plasma remains optically thin for larger 
path lengths than at lower temperatures. As the temperature 
increases and the maximum of the Planck function moves to higher 
frequencies, the population moves to the excited states. Thus, 
the ground state is relatively unpopulated which causes the 
plasma to remain optically thin over a larger path length at 
higher temperatures (see Fig. 14). 
As the shock layer thickness increases, the intensity increases 
less rapidly until finally it attains that of a blackbody, which 
is shown as a straight line extending from the right side of the 
graph. Once the intensity has attained that of a blackbody, an 
increase in shock layer thickness yields no further increase 
in the total intensity. 
-6 gm/ 3 In Fig. 16 at a density of 10 em , similar trends to 
those in Fig. 15 are observed. The main difference between the 
two densities is that the plasma remains optically thin for 
greater thicknesses because of the decrease in the total number 
of species With a decrease in density. The intensity, therefore, 
varies linearly with thickness over a greater range of plasma 
thicknesses. 
Also, the magnitude of the intensity decreases as density 
decreases. The intensity is less at a lower density because the 
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absorption coefficient, which varies directly with density, is 
smaller as was discuased previously. In other words, the optical 
thickness of a plasma of given thickness L decreases with density. 
The curves in Fig. 16 at temperatures of 30,000°K and 40,000°K 
intersect at L = 0.3 em. Here, the emitted intensity for the 
two temperatures is equal. At a thickness of 0.1 em, a plasma 
0 0 
at 40 1 000 K emitts less energy than a plasma at 30 1 000 K. This 
can be explained by considering the shift in the maximum of 
Planck fUnction to higher frequencies as the temperature increases, 
while the population of the hydrogen levels moves more away 
from the ground state and towards the excited states. As the 
temperature increases, the population forces the plasma to radiate 
at lower frequency; however, the maximum of the source function 
moves to larger frequencies. Thus, the eur~es for temperatures 
of 30,000°K and 40,000°K in Fig. 16 intersect due to the trade-off 
between the shift in the maximum of the Planck function and 
the population of the excited electronic states. 
-7 gm/ 3 Curves for a density of 10 em are shown in Fig. 17. 
Trends are similar to those discussed above. However, at a density 
this low, the plasma is essentially optically thin for all of 
the temperatures and thicknesses shown because there are relatively 
few species present. As the density decreases, the trade-off 
between the maximum of the source function and the excited state 
population has a more pronounced effect, causing several of the 
curves to intersect. 
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E. Intens~ty as a Funct~on of Temperature 
The total norma1 ~ntensity ( "'- = 1) as a function or t•mperature 
8 -5 -6 ~s shown in Figs. 1 through 20 at densities of 10 1 10 1 and 
10-? gm/cm3 • Intensity curves are shown for shock layer thicknesses 
of 0.1, 1.0, 10 1 and 100 em. The reference blackbody ~ntensity 
is also shown. The pressure ~s plotted with its ordinate at 
the right hand side of the graph. Ind~v~dual data po~nts on the 
graphs are from Lasher, W~lson, and Gr~ef{ 9 ) and Nelson( 15>. A 
comparison with these results will be made later. 
1. Effect of temperature and density 
At a density of 10-5 gm/cm3 in Fig. 18, the emitted intensity 
at low temperatures is much less than at high temperatures 
because the Planck function varies directly with T4• From tem-
peratures of 5000°K to 20 1 000°K, the plasma radiation increases 
faster than the Planck fUnction because the electronic levels are 
all becoming populated, allowing the plasma to radiate throughout 
the entire frequency spectrum. 
For a density of 10-5 gm/cm3 , the plasma rad~ates as a 
0 blackbody between temperatures of 20 1 000 to 35 1 000 K when the 
thickness is greater than 10 em. This effect was also v~s~ble in 
Fig. 15 where the intensity curves became flat for thicknesses 
greater than 10 em in the temperature range mentioned. 
As the temperature increases further, the plasma becomes 
fully ionized and only the free-free continuum and high excited 
state radiation processes are important. The spectral interval 
&Tailable to the plasma for radiation becomes smaller, and the 
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total ~ntens~ty decreases relat~ve to the Planck funct~on. 
-6 -7 3 For lower densities of 10 and 10 gm/cm (Fig. 19 and 20), 
the ~ntensity varies in a s~milar manner to that d~scussed above. 
However, as the density decreases, the emitted intens~ty decreases 
relative to that of a blackbody because of the decrease in hydrogen 
population. 
In Figs. 19 and 20 a deflection point appears in some of 
the curves. This occurs for a thickness of 0.1 em in Fig. 19 and 
for th~cknesses of 0.1, 1.0, and 10 em in Fig. 20. There is 
0 0 less intens~ty emitted at 40,000 K for these cases than for 20,000 K 
0 
or 60,000 K. This fact was also seen in Figs. 16 and 17, which 
caused the curves to intersect. It is due to the trade-off 
between the shift of population to free and high electronic 
states and the shift of the maximum of the Planck function to 
larger frequencies. 
2. Comparison with previous results 
The radiation from hydrogen plasmas was claculated by 
(9) 0 (15) Lasher, Wilson, and Grief up to 40,000 K and by Nelson 
0 0 between temperatures of 15,000 K and 33,000 K. The data they 
obtained is shown on Figs. 18, 19, and 20 by the square (Nelson) 
and the c~rcular (Lasher et al.) data points. 
Results from the Lasher et al. study were obtained at 
constant pressure. Pressure is shown on the figures for 
reference to the work of Lasher et al. Their results were for 
pressures of 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0 atmospheres, and they agree 
54 
closely with those of this study except at a density of lo-6 gm/cm3 , 
where they differ by about a factor of two at a plasma thickness 
of 10.0 em. 
(15) Nelson made his calculations at constant density as was 
done in the present study. He considered plasma densities of 
10-4 , 10-5 , and 10-6 gm/cm3 • Therefore, comparison with his 
results is limited to Figs. 18 and 19. 
The results of this study agree with the previous results 
of Nelson within about 15% at the points compared. The present 
study seems to give intensities that are generally slightly 
higher than those obtained previously by Lasher et al. as well 
as those of Nelson. This is because the present study predicts 
an absorption coefficient in the line wing regions to be slightly 
(15) (9) higher than that predicted by Nelson and Lasher et al. 
F. Total Flux 
2 The total radiative flux (ergs/sec-em ) is shown as a function 
of temperature in Fig. 21 at various thicknesses and a density 
of 10-5 g~cm3 • The Planck function is shown for reference. 
The radiative flux is calculated in this study because 
in the previous work of Lasher et al. ( 9) and Nelson(l 5) it was 
not determined. 
The trends are exactly the same for the flux as they were 
for the intensity at this density. The flux is greater than 
the intensity by approximately a factor of n. The flux at other 
densities is also a factor of n times the intensity. When the 
plasma is optically thick, the flux is exactly n times the 
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intensity. As the plasma becomes optically thin, the flux deviates 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The goal of this study was to accurately approximate the 
radiative absorption coefficient of an isothermal hydrogen plasma 
while reducing the numerical computer time involved. In this 
study a steP-wise gray approximation was used to approximate the 
radiative absorption coefficient, with 135 steps being taken 
in the entire frequency spectrum. The data was presented in 
graphical and tabular form for various plasma conditions. The 
0 plasma was between temperatures of 5000 and 60,000 K, between 
densities of 10-5 and 10-7 gm/cm3 , and between thicknesses of 
0.1 and 100 em. 
Using the steP-Wise gray absorption coefficient, the radiative 
flux and intensity were calculated and several trends were noticed. 
Various numbers of steps were tried with the general trend being 
more steps increasing the accuracy but at the same time requiring 
more computer time. Using 135 steps, the numerical computer time 
required to approximate the absorption coefficient and calculate 
the intensity and flux was reduced by about a factor of 10 from 
previous calculations. ( 15) 
The results bring out the importance of the trade-off between 
the shift of the maximum of the Planck function and the population 
of the higher electronic states. They show that even though 
the plasma may radiate as a blackbody in a certain frequency 
interval, the emitted radiation may be small because the excited 
states are relatively unpopulated. 
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At a low density (10- 7 g~cm3 ), the plasma was seen to be 
essentially thin because relative few species were present. 
At a density of 10-7 g~cm3 , it was observed that the intensity 
remained relatively constant in the temperature range from 
0 0 20,000 K to 40,000 K. 
The results can be extended to include plasmas made up of 
several species as well as non-isothermal plasmas. When a 
plasma has several species present, the spectrum is divided into 
several frequency intervals for each specie and then summed with 
that of the other species present. By making the frequency 
intervals very small and letting each be at a slightly different 
temperature, an arbitrar~ temperature profile can be approximated 
to give non-isothermal res•lts. 
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* COMPOSITION OF HYDROGEN PLASMA 
To calculate the equilibrium composition of hydrogen plasma 
at high temperatures, the following reactions must be considered. 
H "fLH+H 2 
H 4i P+e 
The total number of hydrogen molecules is 
(.A- 1a) 
(A - 1b) 
(A- 1c) 
(A - 1 d) 
(A- 2) 
where the gas density p is assumed to be known. The hydrogen 
layer temperature is also known from the solutions of Rankine-
Hugoniot equations. 
• This development closely follows that of Ref. 16. 
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Let ~ be the fraction of the molecular hydrogen that has 
dissociated (Equation A-la); therefore, the number density of 
mol.ecul.ar hydrogen is ( 1 - ~ )N~ , while NH = 2 ~ "k , because two 
2 2 
hydrogen atoms are formed in each dissociation process. 
Let a be the fraction of NH that exists as protons, then 
Np = 2CX 'lNt • For each proton that is formed an electron also 
H2 
becomes free; therefore, Ne = Np• The number density of remaining 
atomic hydrogen is NH = 2 ~ ( 1 - ex) N~ • 
2 
The negative hydrogen ion is formed by the reaction given in 
Equation (A - 1 c). Let 5 be the fraction of atomic hydrogen that 
exists as the negative hydrogen ion, then NH- :: 8 ( 1- a) 2 '¥ Nfi • 
2 
The remaining number density of atomic hydrogen is NH = (1 - 8 ) 
(1 - ex) 2 ~ N' 
H2 
and that of the electrons is N 
e 
::2~(CX-8 
( 1 - a) ] N~ , because an electron is used for each H- that is formed. 
' 2 + 
In addition the molecular ion H2 is formed by the process of 
Equation ( A.-1 d). Let 'Yl + be the fraction of H2 that exists as H2 • 
Then N + :: 'Y} ( 1 - ~ ) N{I and NH = ( 1 - 'Y} ) ( 1 - ~ ) N~ • For 
H2 2 2 2 
each H~ ion that is formed an electron becomes free; therefore, the 
electron number density becomes N = [ (a - 8 ) ( 1 - a)) 2 ~ + Tl 
e 
( 1 - ~ ) ] Nli • 
2 
In summary, the final number densities are related to the 
initial number densities as follows: 
NH :: ( 1 - 'Y} ) ( 1 - ~ ) N' 
2 H2 
NH = 2 ~ ( 1 - ex ) ( 1 - 8 ) N 1 
H2 
(A - 3a) 
(A - 3b) 
(A - 3c) 
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NH- = 2'¥ (1 - a)~ Ng (A- 3d) 
2 
NH + = T) ( 1 - '! ) N' (A - 3 e) 
2 H2 
N = [2'1! (o- s< 1- a)+"'< 1- '!) )N• (A- 3f) 
e ·• H2 
The condition of macroscopic neutrality 
{A - 4 ) 
as well as the conservation of nuclei are satisfied identically 
by the relatione ot Equation {A- 3). 
The equilibrium relationships between the atoms and ions 
as defined in Equation ( A - 1 ) are given in terms of the 
complete partition functions as 
N~e UP zpz 
kT e ~kT = ~3' {A - 5) = = 
NH {1 - ~ ) (1 - ex) ZH 
kT 
NJtfH [2'1! { 1 - ~ ) ( 1 - (X ) )2 ZifH ~4' (a - 6) = = = ~ {1 - 1l) (1 - '!) ZH N~ 2 2 2 
N~e ZHZ 
kT = (1 
-




and NH,.N T)P z~z. 
kT 
2 • e 2 kT ~6' (A- 8) = = = 
NH 1 _, ZH 
2 2 
where the electron pressure p 
e 
is defined as 
p = [ 2'¥ (Ot-5(1- «)) +1}(1-'1! ) ] N~ kT. (A- 9) e 2 
The set of Equations (A-5) through (A-9) represents five 
unknowns; a, '¥, 8 , T} and P , which can be found as functions 
e 
of temperature and density. 
An iterative method is used to solve the set of Equations 
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(A-5) through (A-8). The solution begins by assuming 8 = Tl = o. 
Thus, Equations {A-5) through (A-9) become 
Cl p. = r:s3 ( 1 - «) (A - 1 0) 
4 ! 2 ( 1 - «) 2 = '4 ( 1 - 'l ) (A - 11) 
(A - 12) 
Eliminating Pe and '!' one arrives at an equation in terms of ex 
( 1 - Cl) 
~ ( 1 - Cl) «2 r:s3r:s4 
4[ ]2 ... --=--
kT N' 2lf' 
H2 H2 
--kT (A - 13) 
which can be solved to give the initial value of«, (cx(O)). 
Combining Equations (A-10) and (A-12) and using «(O), the initial 
val.ue of '¥ becomes 
;,o> 1 - a.<o> 
= 2(«(0)) 2 
and the other initial values become 






p e (O) ... ~5 
(A - 14) 
(A - 15) 
(A - 16) 
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( 0) a: --~~6-.,....... 
~ (0) ~6 + pe 
(A - 17) 
Once the initial values are known the ith value of the 
variable is arrived at in the following manner. 
where 
and 
N' kT Hz (A - 18) 
(i) '6 
~ = (1.) ~6 +P e 
(A - 19) 
p (i) (i) e 
5 = p (i) 
+ ja5 e 
(A - 20) 
o.(i) = (A - 21) 
C:i) x<:i) 
'l' = 2 
[1 + 4 J 
x(i.) 
1/2 
- 1" (A - 22) 
4(1 - 5 (:i) ) (1 - Cl(i) >2 (A - 23) 
J = i - 1 
The iteration is continued until successive values of P are 
e 
the same to a specified number of places. 
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F~gures A-1, A-2, and A-3 show the equ~l~brium composition of 
hydrogen plasmas as a function of temperature for p = 10-5 , 
-6 -7 3 p = 10 , and p = 10 grams/em • At a given density as tempera-
ture increases, the number dens~ty of ato~c hydrogen rapidly de. 
creases ~nit~ally and then becomes almost constant at higher 
temperatures. The number dens~ty of electrons and protons 
init~ally increases and then becomes almost constant at ~gher 
temperatures when the plasma is fully ~onized. Note that molecular 
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50 
Fig. A-2. Equ~l~brium compos~t~on of Hydrogen for P = 10-6 
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Fig. A-3. Equilibrium composition of Hydrogen for P = 10-7 
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APPENDIX B 
TABLES OF INTENSITY AND FLUX 
TABLE B-I 
RADIATIVE FLUX AT p a 10-5 gm/cm3 
FLUX (ERGS/SEC-CM2) 
THICKNESS (em) 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
5000 1.29 X 106 1.07 X 107 4.89 X 107 1.44 X 108 
10000 2.53 X 109 1.99 X 1010 1.41 X 1011 4.81 X 1011 
15000 2.21 X 1011 9.17 X 1011 2.53 X 1012 2.87 X 1012 
20000 1.88 X 1012 5.51 X 1012 8.95 X 1012 9.07 X 1012 
25000 5.23 X 1012 1.50 X 1013 2.19 X 1013 2.21 X 1013 
30000 8.15 X 1012 3.00 X 1013 4.54 X 1013 4.59 X 1013 
35000 1.00 X 1013 4.70 X 1013 8.33 X 1013 8.50 X 1013 
40000 1.15 X 1013 6.23 X 1013 1.36 X 1014 1.45 X 1014 
50000 1.47 X 1013 8.94 X 1013 2.70 X 1014 3.49 X 1014 
60000 1.89 X 1013 1.17 X 1014 4.08 X 1014 6.80 X 1014 
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TABLE B-II 
RADIATIVE INTENSITY AT p = 10-5 gm/cm3 
INTENSITY (ERGS/SEC-CM2-SR) 
THICKNESS (em) 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
5000 2.12 X 105 1.99 X 106 1.20 X 107 3.20 X 107 
10000 4.61 X 108 3.47 X 109 2.81 X 1010 1.33 X 1011 
15000 4.86 X 1010 2.06 X 1011 7.18 X 1011 9.13 X 1011 
20000 4.40 X 1011 1 .41 X 1012 2.79 X 1012 2.89 X 1012 
25000 1.15 X 1012 4.04 X 1012 6.90 X 1012 7.05 X 1012 
30000 1.65 X 1012 7.82 X 1012 1.42 X 1013 1.46 X 1013 
35000 1.92 X 1012 1.13 X 1013 2.58 X 1013 2.70 X 1013 
40000 2.14 X 1012 1.41 X 1013 4.12 X 1013 4.61 X 1013 
50000 2.65 X 1012 1.90 X 1013 7.45 X 1013 1 .1 0 X 1014 
60000 3.36 X 1012 2.47 X 1013 1.05 X 1014 2.07 X 1014 
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TABLE B-III 
RADIATIVE FLUX AT p = 10-6 gm/cm3 
FLUX (ERGS/SEC-CM2) 
THICKNESS (em) o. 1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
,5000 1.97 X 104 1. 96 X 105 1. 89 X 106 1.56 X 107 
10000 2.78 X 108 1 .75· X 109 1.37 X 1010 1.00 X 1011 
15000 3.15 X 1010 1.52 X 1011 6.55 X 1011 2.14 X 1012 
20000 1.42 X 1011 1.72 X 1011 2.82 X 1012 7.22 X 1012 
2.5000 1.85 X 1011 1.17 X 1012 5.86 X 1012 1.57 X 1013 
30000 1.87 X 1011 1.30 X 1012 8.15 X 1012 2.93 X 1013 
3.5000 1.86 X 1011 1.37 X 1012 9.64 X 1012 4.54 X 1013 
40000 1.88 X 1011 1.45 X 1012 1.09 X 1013 5.98 X 1013 
50000 2.07 X 1011 1.71 X 1012 1.38 X 1013 8.48 X 1013 
60000 2.48 X 1011 2.12 X 1012 1.78 X 1013 1 • 11 X 1014 
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TABLE B-IV 
-6 3 RADIATIVE INTENSITY AT p = 10 gm/ em 
INTENSITY (ERGS/SEC-CM2 -SR) 
THICKNESS (em) 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
5000 3.14 X 103 3.13 X 104 3.1 1 X 105 2.90 X 106 
10000 5.46 X 107 3.21 X 108 2.38 X 109 1.95 X 1010 
15000 6.35 X 109 3.29 X 1010 1.45 X 1011 5.64 X 1011 
20000 2.79 X 1010 1.64 X 1011 6.76 X 101 1 2.00 X 1012 
25000 3.49 X 1010 2.27 X 1011 1.33 X 1012 4.24 X 1012 
30000 3.44 X 1010 2.40 X 1011 1 .66 X 1012 7.67 X 1012 
3.5000 3.35 X 1010 2.47 X 1011 1.84 X 1012 1.09 X 1013 
40000 3.33 X 1010 2.55 X 1011 2.02 X 1012 1.34 X 1013 
50000 3.60 X 1010 2.92 X 1011 2.49 X 1012 1.79 X 1013 
60000 4.28 X 1010 3.56 X 1011 3.16 X 1012 2.32 X to13 
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TABLE B-V 
RADIATIVE FLUX AT p = 10-7 gm/cm3 
FLUX (ERGS/SEC-Ctl-) 
THICKNESS (em) 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
5000 3.06 X 102 3.01 X 103 2.99 X 104 2.98 X 105 
10000 3.?2 X 107 2.01 X 108 1.22 X 109 9.46 X 109 
1.5000 2.27 X 109 1.29 X 1010 7.08 X 1010 3.21 X 1011 
20000 3.81 X 109 2.33 X 1010 1.47 X 1011 7.99 X 1011 
25000 3.42 X 109 2.39 X 1010 1.60 X 1011 1.06 X 1012 
30000 2.95 X 109 2.26 X 1010 1.63 X 1011 1.15 X 1012 
35000 2.65 X 109 2.19 X 1010 1.66 X 1011 1.23 X 1012 
40000 2.53 X 109 2.20 X 1010 1. 71 X 1011 1.32 X 1012 
50000 2.70 X 109 2.45 X 1010 1. 97 X 1011 1.61 X 1012 
60000 3.26 X 109 2.97 X 1010 2.43 X 1011 2.05 X 1012 
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TABLE B-VI 
RADIATIVE INTENSITY AT p : 10-7 gm/cm3 
INTENSITY (ERGS/SEC-C~ -SR) 
THICKNESS {em) 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
TEMPERATURE (OK) 
5000 4.94 X 101 4.81 X 102 4.77 X 103 4.'76 X 104 
10000 7.62 X 106 3.99 X 107 2.26 X 108 1.64 X 109 
15000 4.60 X 108 2.52 X 109 1.48 X 1010 6. 93 X 1010 
20000 7.31 X 108 4.49 X 109 2.81 X 1010 1. '73 X 1011 
25000 6.21 X 108 4.43 X 109 3.00 X 1010 2.02 X 1011 
30000 5.10 X 108 4.07 X 109 3.00 X 1010 2.10 X 1011 
35000 4.44 X 108 3.87 X 109 3.00 X 1010 2.19 X 1011 
40000 4.17 X 108 3.82 X 109 3.05 X 1010 2.32 X 1011 
50000 4.41 X 108 4.16 X 109 3.48 X 1010 2.74 X 1011 
60000 5.32 X 108 5.02 X 109 4.26 X 1010 3.44 X 1011 
APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The numer~cal computer program ~s l~sted on the following 
pages. The ~nput data cons~sted of the plasma temperature and 
dens~ty, the be~nning and end cuts on the spectral range of 
frequency, the mass fract~on of hydrogen, the number of cuts, 
ten plasma shock layer th~cknesses, and the spectral 
locat~on of each cut. 
The program ~s written ~n the language of Fortran IV. 






















CO~MON/ TWO I GX(61,Xl,Yl 
COMMON/T3/X~N(2,121,XIILrXIINTS,XL0,XHE(26l,FLX,FlXl 
COMMON/FOUR/LINEHY(2,4,121,ANM(2,4,121,PI 






1 READ (1,2,END=99Q991 TtMP,RHQ,HVl,HV2,0HVrF 
qEAD(l,SltW,ISTQD,~CUT,EPS 
~ E A f) ( 1 , 3 l ( XL 0 ( M I , M-= 1 , 1 0 I 
IF IW EQ 0, nnES NOT WRITE ANY ~f THE LONG TABLE 
HVKTl IS GQEATER THAN FIRST EDGE 
HVKTl IS GREATER THA~ ~IRST LINE 
5 FORMAT(3!4,1El3,6) 
2 FORMATI5El3 6,~7 3l 
~ FQRMAT(l0F7 21 
RE~O(l,91(CUT(J),J=l,NCUT) 




4 FOR~AT(lYl ?CX,lOHINPUT OATA/2CX,29HTEMP PHn HVl HV2 
$2CX,l7HIW ISTOP NCUT EPS/20X,l3HXL0 * * * XLCl 
~RTTF(3,2l TE~D,RH0 9 HVl,HV2,0HV,F 
APITEI3,511W,ISTQD 1 NCUT,[PS 









1 ~ ~O='J 































f.All CnMPg( C~OS,TEMP,F,~HO,LABEL,C 01 
JHY=S 
JF(N"lH LT. 51 JHV=NMH 
JHf:II=5 
IFIN~HF2 LT 51 JHflJ=~"lHE2 
~A-<(11=12 
"1H(21=12 









6C ~OR~•Tt9X,l~HOEN~RGY fV,5X,3HNMH,5X,5HNMHE1,5X,5HNMHE2/lOX,FlC 6,5 
1X,I3,6X,I3,6X,T,I 
wRIT!:(3,531 












00 790 K=l,l2 
X N N ( 1 , K ) =0 · 
XN"l(?,KI=O: 
SN=I( 
~Nl=RRl*(l -1 ISN/SNI 
IFIENLGT.,6~, I GO TO 800 
lF(KoGT~MAXIlll GO TO 8CC 
XNN(l,Kt=XNH*2 *SN*SN*EXP(-ENli/ZZl 
~)S E"l2=RR2*fl~-l~/fSN*SNil 
IFfEN2-GT 60 I GO TO 799 
lF(K,GT MAXf2)1 GO TO 799 
XNN(?,KI=XNHE2*2,*SN*SN*EXP(-EN21/ZZ3 
799 CONTINUE 
WR I T ~ ( 3 , ~ 0 1 I ( X N N ( 1 , K I , K = 1 , 12 I 
~Jl ~ORMAT(/20X,28HPOPULATJON OF T~E HYO LEV~LS/6El4~6/6El4u61 













6 FCP~AT(/2X,5HlW = ,Jt/1 
00 
0 




'..JR lTf P, 11)1 I 
1~1 FORMAT(4X,2HWL,9X,2HFV,RX,lHA,9X,2HTA,9X,2H~B,9X,2~BI,9X,2HDF, 
S9X,2HFT,9X,?.HOt,q~,lHl,lCX,3HTXLI 
'1f L T A= (CUT C1 I -CIJTC '2 t t I (X K EV *T ~"1 PI 







TX L=T AC *XLC' ( "1 t 
CALL SPfl(TXL,SE3,~TXLt 
1F=RLACKl*SE3 
r ~3 FU~CTTDN ~ETUR~SCl-EXPC-Xt AS E-XL TO SAVE CU~PUTER TIME !:II=BLACK*(ETXLI 
201 XII~TS=OELTA*DI+XIINTS 
FLX=nFLTA*OF+FLX 




1~ FCR"4ATilX,FlC .. 3,F10,5,9(lPE11 3) 
7Q BLACKZ=Pl*BLACK 




IF (K~FQ-NCUTt GO TO 114 
~ELTA=(CUT(Kt-CUT(K+lii/CXKEV*TF"4Pt 
Gr:' TO 'H 
C FINAL OUTPUT 
c 
114 WP1TEC~,l3tXLO(~),FLX 
13 FORMATC/30X,34~TNTEGRATED FlUX (ERGS/(CM**? SECtt/2CX,10HTHICKNESS 
1 ,lPE14 ~//2tX,lOHTOT~L FLUX,lPEl4-5) 
TOTAL=l~8048E-~5*TEMP**4 
TOTF=TOTAL*Pl 
'lPITE (3,?1) TOTF 
21 FUR~AT (!lOX,•BL~Ct<BODY FLUX= •,f14:6t 1 EQ.Gf(SEC/C~2t'l 
WRITE(~,i9tTOTAL 
lQ ~0R~ATI/10X,l8~SIG(T41 lNTE~SITY,El4 6,21H E~G/(SEC C~l STIRADtt 
',t1RlTF.('3,241 ~lt 
24 FOR~AT(/10X,24~1NTEG~ATEO 8LAf.KBQDY IS ,Fl4 6l 
00 
_.. 
~P~AX=l27~ *4:CCC /TfMP 
'f4QJTC:(3,3(1 lP"lAX 
1~ F~RMAT(2CX,29HWL OF ~3MAX PEQ U~IT FREC IS,Fl~·21 
WRIT f (3 ,2 C I l<L 0 ( "'I , X I PHS 
2C FO~~ATI/3CX,38HINTEGRATEO TNTE~SITY E~GS/ICM2 SEC SRI/2CX,l0HTHICK 
1 "J E S S , 1 P E 1 4-. 5/ 2 0 X , 1 C H T 'J T A l I ~ T S , 1 P E 1 4 , 5 I 
878 CO"''TINUE 































lf(F~LT., 00loANO.I~.EQcl) GO T1 5C5 
TFf~AXIIli.LT~21 GO TO 5C5 













~All LV~AN fiZ,J,INPUT,TEMP,F,V,XLKI 
XKRR(!Zl=XK~B(IZI+XLK 
IF(~AX(IZI~LT 31 GO TO 505 
DO 51JC J=3, IJ,A 
XL K=O-:. 
CALL BALMER(TZ,J,JNPUT,TEMP,F,V,XLKI 
XKB8( IZ I=XKf3R( IZ I+XLK 
IF(MAX( Il I~LT._.4} GO TO 5(5 




IF(MAXtiZl~LT~5t GO TO 505 




tF(IZI!'EO~l,,A~O,F,LEt."999) GO TO 20 
IFtF~LTo~99ql CALL HE1BB(INPUT,TEMP,WL,XKBB3t 
INPUT=JNPUT+l 
3BAC=XKBB(lt+XKBB(2)+XKBB3 




lF(F~GE~eOOl) CALL HYBFF{V,TEMP,XKHCll 
IF(F,.LE· ~9991 CALL HE28FF{V,TEMP,XKHC21 
IF(F~LEt ,9991 CAll HE!3FF( INPtJT,V,TE~P,XKHEl) 
CAC=XKHCl~XNN(l,li~HM+XKHC2~XN~(2,ll*HE~2+XKHEl*XHE(lt*HEM 
C STIMULATED fMISSION FACT0R 
c 
STFM=L 
If (A,L T.,20. I STE~=l.a-EXP(-AI [f(F-. COlt 50,55,55 

































CALCULATES AVERAGE VALUE OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 
****************************************************** 
** TAC HAS U~ITS OF INVERSE CM~ *************** 
** CONTK HAS UNITS OF INVERSE C~~ *************** 
** ROUNOK HAS UNITS OF INVERSE C~~ *************** 
** AA HAS UNITS OF HV/KT *************** 
** CUT(Jt HAS UNITS OF EV *************** 
** AllN(Kt HAS UNITS OF HV/KT *************** 
** EVLIN HAS UNITS OF EV *************** 
** GA HAS UNITS OF HV/KT *************** 
** GEV H~S UNITS OF EV *************** 
** HEV HAS UNITS OF EV-SEC *************** 






















00 t;;) K=KS,LM 
'<SAVE=K 
EVLIN=ALIN(K)*XKEV*TEMPO 
IF fEVLIN-LLCUTfJ)) GO TO 51 
nl=ALIN(~t*XKEV*TFMPD-CUT(Jt 




5 C CONTI NU ~=' 
00 
-'=" 
~1 IF (BOUNOK-J I 77,77,7H 
11 CONTKS=tCC+4~*RG+Tt/6. 




101 ~QR~AT(~X,l~HAVG~ ARS~ CnEF. IS,El4 6,17H 1~ INTERVAL F~OM, 
SEl4a6,3H TO,El4~6,3H EV) 
KS=KSAVE 
J=J+l 














19 FORMAT(zX,l7HK,.GT 12 IN ASOLVE,214,3El2r4,2Dl2c4l 
STOP 
2 IFtF-0.000001 3,10,4 
3 A=A-OA 












SLJ~01UT II'.JE RAL ~Eo C I z, J ,i ~PUT,~· _.P ,F ,v, XLI<.) 








C 0 MMON/ FOUR/lIN F. HY ( 2, 4, 12 t, A~ M ( ? , 4, 12 ) , PI 
C0MMON/SIXX/HWIDTH(2,4,121,HWH(5)),HW1(~51,HW2(S0) 
COMMON/RLUE/ST~ENGC2,4,121 
~IME~SION F~M(lCt,ALF(4,19t,SA(3,3,l91,S~(3,3 1 19),SCf3,~,19t DIME~SIO~ SD(3,3,19t,S23(1QI,S24(19t,S25(191,~26(191,Nl(61 
IF(I~PUToGE.Ct GO Tn 1C 
READ (1 ( q 1 I ( F N'4 ( I ) , I = 1 , 10 ) 
91 FQR~AT 6E11.4) 
WPITE f3,61 
6 FORMAT (/,20X 1 12HRALMER LINFS,/20X,~HFN'4(1)) WRITE C3 1 7a (rNMC I ),!=1,10) 
1 FQR~AT (ZX,1P10Ell~3t 





DO 210 "4T=l,3 





21 C C: 0 NT I NU E 
19 FORMATf10F8,2l 
DO 216 ~T=l,3 
DO 216 NN=1,3 
216 WRITEf3,218t (SAfNT,NN,tt,I=1,16) 
D'J 217 "4T=l,3 
ilO 217 NN=l,3 
217 WRITEf3,21AI (SB(NT,NN,Jt,I=l,161 
DO 219 NT=1,'3 
DO 21Q NN=l,3 
21 9 WR IT E { .:~, 218 I ( S C (NT, NN, I t , I= 1 , 16 I 








DO 221 NN=l,3 
WRJTE(3,218l tS~(NT,NN,Jl,J=l,l6l 















IFOZ.EO.l .. ANDr:FelTuOOll GO TO 112 






HWIOTH(IZ,2,4l=FO*VLCIZ 9 2,4l**2/(PI*S24fll*l~CE+08)*CORR 
HWIOTH(JZ,z,5t=FO*VLfiZ,2,5l**2/(PI*S25(ll*l•CE+C8t*CORR 
HWIDTH(IZ,2,6t=FC*VLCIZ,2,6l**2/(PI*S26(ll*lo0E+08l*CORR 
WRITE{3 913t (HWIOTH(IZ,2,1Il,II=3,6l 
FORMAT(2X,38HHALFWIDTHS OF 2-3 TO 2-6 LINES (HV/KT1,4El4~6l 





STRENG IS THE LINE STRENGTH IN UNITS OF INVERSE CM-SEC 
111 ANM(IZ,N,~P)=q,*((S*PI*VL(IZ,N,NP)*SEl/(SP*Ct)**2*CF/CELM*Ct 
W~ITEC3,16qt (STRENG(IZ,2,MMt,~M=3,6) 
161 FORMAT(2X,42HLINE STRENGTHS OF 2-3 TO 2-6 LI~ES (HV/KT),4El4.6) 
112 IZ=Il+l 
IFfiZ,FQ.2t GO TO 110 
DO 31 J=7tl2 
NP=J 
CF"'I'-l=FNM(J-2) 
31 CAll HtliNE(INPUT,IZ,TE~P,V,~,"'P,CF~M,f,XLK) 





IFfLINfHY(IZ,N,NPioGT~O) GO TO 2C 
Jl=J-2 
XLK=O• IF(J-6) ~0,50,1CO 
50 NMAX=NL(J) 
DALc=l.OE+C~*C*ABSlV-Vl(IZ,~,NPt)/{FO*Vl(IZ,N,NP)**2l 
1F(DALF~GT9ALF(Jl,NMAXt) GO TO 300 
DO 51 I=l,NMAX 
II= I 
lf(OALFoLToALF(Jl,Itl ~0 TQ ~2 





r.o TO 44 
C WING LINE SHAPES (GRIEM'S BOOK PP q3t 




44 XLK=SHAP*CS*FNM(Jll*XNN( IZ,N)*C*PI*l•OE+08/(FO*VL(IZ,N,NPt**2l 
GO Tn 20 
100 CFN~=FNM(JlJ CALL HILINECINPUT,IZ,TEMP,V,~,NP,CFNM,F,XLKt 
C XLK IS IN UNITS OF 1/CM 
20 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ~LBOD (A,et 
C EBC CONTAINS CONSTANTS TO MAKE BCVtDV = B(A)~A 
C CALCULATES BLACKRODY FUNCTl~N (Rt I~ ERGS/(C~**2 SEC STERADt 
COMMONITEN/CONSTA,EBC 
F=A 
tF (F-.Q5t 1C,3C,2C 












SUBROUTI~f BRACKTC IZ,J, INPlJT,TEMP,F,V,'<LKt 
CALLS BRACK~TT LINES 
COMMON/CONST2/ ELM,PM,H~ 9 HEM,HEM2,HEM3,H2M,H2PM,HMM,PO 
COM~ON/CONST3/XK,H 1 C,RH,RHE,XIH,XIHEl,XJH~2,XDISS,W5,W6 cn~~nN/CONST4/SE,C~R,AO,Cl 
CO~MON/ONE/VL(2,4,12t,Wll(2,4,12t,VN(2,6t,WLN(2,6t,CX(6t,CY(6t 




IF(INPUT.GE.Ct GO TO 10 
REAfl(l ,9t (FNM( I) ,1=1,81 
q Fn~"1AT(6Elle41 
WRITE (1,61 
6 FORMAT U 1 2r.X,l3HARACKET LINES,/2CX,6HFNM(Jtl WRITE (3,7t (FNM( Jt,J=l,8t 
7 FORMAT C2X,lP8Elle31 
N=4 
S=N 
r>O 112 I ? = 1 , 2 





~TRENG tS THF LINE STRENGTH IN UNITS 1F INVERSE CM-SEC 
111 ~NM(Jl,N,NPt=8~*(fS*PI*VLCIZ,~.~PI*SEI/CSP*CII**2*CF/(fLM*Ct 
112 C CNTI NUE 
1)0 31 J=5,12 
NP=J 
CFNM=FNM ( J-41 
31 CALL HlliNE(INPUT,IZ,TEMP,V,N,~P,CFNM,F,XL~t 
GO HI 20 
10 'l= 4 
NP=J 1FCLINEYYI1Z,N,NPt~GT.C' I GO TO 20 
Jl=J-4 
CFN·"'=FNM(Jl I CAll HlL1NECINPUT,tZ,TE~P,V,N,NP,CFNM,F,XlKI 






C THIS PPOGRAM CALCULATES THE COMPOSITION OF A HYDROGEN AND HELIUM SLAB 







OOUBLE PRECISION A7,A8,A9,ALF,RETA,GAMMA,ONE 
DOUBLE PRECISION B4, B5,B6,DELTA,ZETA,ETA 
ISW= 1 
LABEL=C 








TF(F.GT.loOE-10) GO TO 48 
XNHEP=RHO/HEM 











































KOUN T=KClUNT +1 !F(KOUNT-201 57,57,58 
5~ I SW=-1 
WPITE(3,901KOUNT,OEBCAL,DEBRAl,XNE,XNP,XNHM,XNH2P,XNHE2tXNHE3,TEMP 
l,RHO,ADEB,EPS 
9C FO~MAT(2X,l7HCOMP9 KOUNT~GT~20,I4,1P8El2~4119X,lP4El2.41 


















































I N I T I Al I l A T I ON 
JED=l SETTING UP THE ARRAY OF IONIZATION EDGES 
JM=O 
IF(F-.Olt 11,14,14 
DO 12 J=l,JHE 
JM=JM+l 
WEfJMI=WLNlfJI 
00 13 J=l,JHEII 
JM=JM+ 1 
WE(JMI=WLN2(JI 
GO TO 20 
DO 15 J=l,JHY 
JM=J M+ 1 
WE CJMt=WLNH(Jt 
IF(F-.99) 11,11,20 
SETTING UP THE ARRAY OF LINES 
LM=O 
IF(F-.011 21,26,26 
DO 22 J=l ,34 





2 2 C t' NT I NU E 









IF(wll?(JI.LT.5. I GO TO 24 
l~=L ~+ 1 




25 GO TO 29 
2 6 00 2 7 J = 1 ' 3 ~ 













ORDERING THE InNIZATION EDGfS 
IFfF-.. 991 21,21,29 





WE ( J -U =WE ( J I 
WE(JI=A 
JF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 300 
K=K-1 
J=J-1 
GO TO 309 
CO"JTINUE 
KOU=1 
OROERI~G THE LI~ES 
TF(l~wLT,21 GQ TO 401 
DO 400 I=?,LM 
K=l-1 
J= I 
409 IF(WLIN(JI-WLIN{Kll 410,420,420 












C SL HA~ UNITS nF INVERSE C~-SEC 
c 
c 
42C IF(~.EO.l I GOT~ 400 
I(=K-1 
J=J-1 GC TO 4Cq 










IF IKOU,F0.,21 WRITE l3,1CC'Cl 
IF (KOU.E0.31 WRITE (3,lCOll 
WQITE13,li(WLJN(Jl,J=1,L~I 
IF ( K OU. E Oa ~ l WR I T E ( 3 , 1 C C ~ I 
IF (KOUoEOa31 WRITE (3,1Cr3t 
~nR~AT (/,' WAVELENGTHS OF EXISTING LINFS (ANGSTRO~SI'I 
~~~~AT (/,• HV/KT POSITI0~S OF EXISTJ~G LI~ES' I 
FORMAT (!,• WAVELE~GTHS OF ~XISTING EDGES {A~GSTR0"1SPI 
FORMAT (/, 1 HV/KT POSITIONS OF tXISTI~G EDGES') 
WRITE ( 3, 1 ) ( W F. f J I , J = 1, J M I 
FOIH4AT( l0El2.4t 
IF {KOU,GE.3l GO TO 511 
DO 200 J=1tl~ 
WLINCJI=CONSTA/WLIN(Jt 
1)0 20 1 J= 1 ' J "1 
WE(Jt=CONSTA/WE(Jl 
GO TO 401 
WE 4NO WLIN ARE NOW IN HV/KT UNITS 








CO~MO~/ TWO I GX(6l,Xl,Yl 
\() 
4:" 





















C X ( 6 I = X 1/3 6. CY(6t=Yl/36a 
v~ u ,6, =o., 
VN(2,61=0" 
DO Q8 L=l,2 
no qs J=l,4 
DO Q8 K= 1,12 
EVUL,J,KI=CeO 
AL ( l , J, K I =0 .. C 
Vl(L,J,Kt=O. 
9 A Wl L( l, J, K l =0. 
WRITE ( 3, 6 t 
6 FORMATf/20X,20HHYO IONIZATION EDGESt 
WRITE (3 '51 t ( EVN (l, J I , J: 1, 5 l 
51 FORMAT(SX.17HFREOa EDGES CEVI ,'5El4.a6l 
~RITE (~ 9 4) (AN(l,Jt,J=l,51 4 FC1~'4AT(5X,l7HFREQ., EDGES (AI ,5El4,6t 
WRITE (3, 7 I ( WL N ( 1 , J I , J= 1 , S I 
1 FORMATiS~,l7HWAVE LENGTH EDGES,5El4-~t 
WRITE(3,81 
R F~Q~AT(/2CX,24HHELIUM2 IONTZATJrN F0GE5l 
WRITE ( 3, 51 I ( EVN f 2, J I , J= 1, '5 l 
WRITE (3,41 fAN(2,Jl,J=l!5t 
WP I T I= ( "3 , 1 I ( W l N ( 2 , J l , J = 1 , '11 

















5 FOR~ATI/2CX16HHYD LINE CENTERS) 




20 1 WRITE ( 3,13 l 
13 FOR~AT(/2CX,l4HELECTRON VOLTS) 
00 2 50 J= 1' 4 250 ~RITE(3,21J,(EVlfKS,J,K),K=2,121 
WRITE(3,18t 
18 FORMATC/2CX,llHHV/KT UNITS) 
DO 200 J=l 4 
200 WRITE (~,2f J,(AL(K$,J,Kl,K=2,1?l 
2 FORMATII4,11Ello4t 
WRITE ( 3, 3 J 
3 F~R~AT(/2CX,lOHWAVELFNGTHl 
[)0 101 J=l,4 
1~1 WPITE(3,21 J,fWLlfKS,J,Kl,K=2,12l 
WRITE (3, q l 
Q FOR~ATI/20X2CHHFLIUM2 LINE CENTF.RSI 
I(S=KS+l 
IF(I(S.EO.?.t r.o TO 201 
on 53 N=l,5 






F U NC T I 0 "J G AM I ( 8 l 

































THIS SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES LINE PROFILES FROM GRIEM 
IFCT-10000.1 5,5,10 
NUM=1 
DO 6 J=l,JM 
DO 7 K=l,KM 
Sl(J,Kl=StNUM,J,K) 
CONTINUF 
GO TO 50 
IF(T-20000.1 11,11,15 
DO 12 J=l,JM 
DO 13 K=l.KM 
Sl(J,KI=S(l,J,KI+($(2,J,Kl-S(l,J,Kli*CT-lCOOOsl/10000a 
CONTINUE 
GO TO SC 
IFtT-40000. I 16,16,2C 
0(1 1 1 J= 1 ' J ... 
DO 1 R K=l, KM 
Sl(J,Kt=S(2,J,Kl+(S(3,J,Kl-S(2,J,Kll*(T-70000t- l/200COe 
CONliNUE 
Gfl TO 50 
"lU~=3 




57 O(l 56 K=l,K"'' 
56 S2(K-=Sl(NUM,Kt 
GO TO 100 
60 1F(XNE-Xt..IE2l 65,65,70 
65 !)0 66 K=l,KM 
66 S2(Kl=Sl(l,Kt+CSlC2,Kt-Sl(l,K)I*(XNE-XNElt/(XNE2-XNEll 
GO TO 100 
10 IF(XNE-XN£3' 75,75,80 
75 00 76 K=l,K~ 
76 S2CKJ=51(2,KJ+CSIC3,KI-SlC2,KII*CXNE-XNE21/CXNE3-XNE2t 
GO TO 100 
RC NU~=3 




C THIS PROGRAM CALC~LATES THE CONTINUOUS ABSORPTION COEf. FOR HEL 

































SURROUTINE HILINEC INPUT,t!,TEMP,V,N,~P,CFNM,F,XLKI 
THIS DECK CALCULATES THE ABSORPTION COEFg FOR TRANSITIONS FROM 
L~VELS 1, 2, 3, 4, TO LEVELS 1 THROUGH 12 OF HYO~OGEN AND HELIUM 2 
XLKH IS THE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT IN UNITS OF 1/CM 
COM~ON/C8NSTl/XNH,XNP,XNHEl,XNHE2,XNHE3,XNE,PEB,PB,XNH2,XNH2P,XNHM 




COMMn. N toNE 1 vu 2, 4, 12 1 I w L u z, 4t 12 1 , VN ( 2, 6 1 , wL N c 2, 61 , c x c 6 • , c v c 6 , COMMON/T3/XNN(2,121,X IL,XIIN S,XLO,XHEf261,FLX,FLXL 
COMMON/FOUR/liNEHVf2,41 12t,ANM(2,4,121,Pl COMMON/SEVEN/STEM,OHVKT,MAX(2) 
COMMON/ S I X X I GHVK T( 2, 4, 12 ) , HWH ( 5 ~ l , P '.Jl (3 51 , HW 2 ( 50) 
COMMON/RLUE/STRENGf2,4,12l 
DIMENSION GV(2,4,12t 




00 52 IZ=l,2 
IF(F.LT8a00l.AND.IZ.EQ.ll GO TO 49 
IF(F,GTao999.AND.IZ.EQo2l GO TO 49 







APPROXIMATIONS OF THE EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAl 
JF(YM-1.1 40,41 41 EJ=-ALOG(YM)-,5~72+.9999*YM-~2499*Y~*YM+a055?*YM**3-.00976*YM**4 
EI=EI+0.001079*YM*YM*YM*YM 
GO TO 50 
EI=EXPI-YMI*(Y~+2o335+o251/YMI/(YM*Y~+3.33l*YM+le6821 
GV(IZ,N,~P)=DWl*El*(A5+8**51 
G \' I S IN UN I T S 0 F I ~ V E R S E SEC 
IF(8.,GTt.6Jl l GVCIZ,N,NPI=GVCIZ,N,NPI*6~ 7'5/f3 
GA=GV(IZ,N,NPI*H/(XK*TEMPI 

















GHVKT IS IN UNITS OF HV/KT 
GANG=1~0E+08*C*GV(IZ,N,NPI/(VL(IZ,N,NP)**21 
GANG IS TN UNITS OF ANGSTROMS 
WRITff3 1 11IZ 1 N,NP,Y~,EI,GV(IZ,N,NPI,GA,GANG,STRENGfiZ,N,NPI 
FORMATUX, 1 Il N NP YM fl GV GA GANG STRENG '314,1P6E13.,41 
LINEHY(JZ,N,~PI=-1 
Gn rn '52 
LINEHY(IZ,N,NP) =1 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 11C 
MAIN CALCULATION 
LORENTZ LINE SHAPE IS USED 
XLK=O. 





SUR~OUTINE HMBFllNPUT,TEMP,WL,h~$C I 
f)l"1ENSir~ CK(6,151,A(l'ii,C(l51,TI151 
OAT A C K ( 1 , 1 I , ( K ( 1 , 2 I , C K ( 1 , 3 I , CK ( 1 , 4 I , C K ( 1 , 5 I , C K ( 1, 6 I , C K ( 1 • 7 I • r. K f 1 • 
lq),CK(l,QI,CK(l,10l,CK(1,111,CK(l,l2l,CK(l,131,C~(1,141,CK(1,151 I 
25~34, 4,,61, 4a8Ct 4~Q(', 4~97, 5,1"3, 4.,99, 4cq7, 4.61, 4o3l, 4"?5, 
34. 34, 4~ 7C, 5.15, 3, 74 I 
1tTA CK(2,1 I,CKf2,21,CK(2{31,CKC2,41fCK(2t51tCKf2,61iCK(2,71,CK(2, 
l~I,CK(2,GI,CK(?tl81,CK(2, 1),(~(2,12 ,CK{l,DI,CK(2, 41,(1<(2,151 I 
25,.15, 4 .. 4'5, 4.6::), 4.71, 4,.78, 4~R4, 4,.RO, 4,69, 4 .. 46, 4.,22, 4,.21, 
34~30, 4,65, 5 .. 10, 3 .. 71 I 
nAT A CK ( 3, 11, C I(( 3, ? I, (K ( 3, 3 I, CK ( 3, 41, !': K ( 3, 51, C I( ( 1, 61 ,C K ( 3, 71 , C I< { 3, 
H I , C K ( 3 , 9 I , C K ( 3 , 1 f'l I , C K ( '3, 1 1 I , C K ( 3 , 1 2 I , C K I 3, 1 3 I , C K ( 3, 14 I , C K ( 3, 1 5 I I 
?~.9'>, 4,24, 4,41, 4~Sl, 4,.58, 4,64, 4,6C, 4.4q, 4~30, 4.14, 4.16, 
3+<t>25, 4.60, 'i.O", 3.64 I 
f1A T A C I( I 4 ,1 I , C K ! 4 , 2 I , C K ( 4 , ~ I , CK ( 4 , 4 ) , C K ( 4 , 5 I , C K ( 4, 6 I , C K ( 4, 7 I , C K ( 4, 
l R I , C K I '+ , -~ I , C K ( 4 , 10 I , C K. ( 4, 11 I , C I( I 4 , 12 I , C. K ! 4 , 1 3 I , f. K ( 4 , 14 I , C I( ( 4 , 1 5 I I 
24-13, 4.,c~. 4.1<1, 4. ZA, 4 36, 4. 42, 4, 1a, 4~ 1c, 4 . 1'>, 4 .. os, 4.1c, 
34 •. ?•1, 4~55, 5-.'10, 3;58 I 
nAT A C K ( 5, 1 I , (. K ( '), ? I , C '< ( 5, 3 I , C K ( 'i, 41 , C K ( c:; 1 c:; I , C K I S, hI , C K ( 5, 71 , C K IS, 
1 q I , C K ( 5 , q I , C K ( '5 , 1 C' I , C K I 5 , 1 1 I , C K ( 5 , 1 2 I , CK I 5 , 1 ~ I , C K I 5 , 14 I , C K I 5, 1 5 I I 
24o5l~t 3,70, 1,96, 4,('.J, 4,1 t 4 lht 4,16r 4~1Sr 4.,()(', 3~Q7, 4.C4, 

























18 I , C K ( 6, 9 I , C I( ( 6, 10 I , C K ( 6, 11 ) , CK ( 6 t 12 I , C K ( 6, 13 I , C K ( 6 , 141 , C K ( 6, 15 l I 
24,24, 3 .. 53, 3.7c, 3.Ao, 3~86, 3,92, 3,-.92, 3o89, 3~85, 3e~H, 3,95, 
34.05, 4 .. 4.:>. 4.84, 3,30 I 
OATA T(l),T(21,T(31,T(41,T(51,H611 5040.1), 5600., 630C~, 7200,, 
1 8400., 10080., I 
I) AT A A ( 1 I , A ( 2 I , A { 3 I , t ( 4 I t A ( 5 I , A (6 I , A ( 1 I , A ( 8 I 1. A ( 9 I , A ( 10 I , A (1 U , A ( 12 
lt 1 A(l31,A(l41,A(l5) I 2G99.,, 3UCO-, 4000.,, 5U00cr 6000~, 8000.-, 3tccoo., tzooc,, 1400C.,, l600o, ,1BOOOe, zcooo .... ,3oooo" ,50·Joo. ,sooct.l 
lF(INPUT-01 3,3,20 
JF(TF~P-Tt611 5,5,4 
00 60 I = 1 ,1 5 
C ( I I= CK ( 6 ,I I 
GO TO 100 
IFHE~P-Ttlll 6,6,10 
DO 70 I = 1 , 1 5 
C(l)=CK(l,II 
GO TO lOG 
DO 80 I =2 ,6 
IP=I 
IF(TEMPeLT.T(t I I GO TO 81 
CONTINUE 
IM=IP-1 
DO 90 1=1,15 
C ( I I =C K C I M, I I+ ( CK ( I P, I t -CK ( I loll, I I I* (l E "'lP- T( I M l I I (T ( I PI-Tt I M t t 
GO TO 100 
IFOIL-'>0000.1 I 21,21,31 
IF ( W L- 3 0 0 O. ) 3 2 , 2 2 , 2 2 
DO 50 !=2,14 
IP=I 
IF(IollelT.A(III GO TO 23 
CONTINUE 
IM:JP-1 
BK = C ( I~ H ( C ( I P t-C ( 1 loll l I* ( WL- A ( I"' I II ( A ( 1 P 1-A ( I M t I 
GO TO 40 
BK::C ( 1 '5 t +2o *ALOG 10 ( Wl/10(10, t 
GO T!J 40 
SK=C(l l-2100ftiWL 
ABSC=l.OE-30*10o**BK 
~'3SC IS THE Af'SORPTION COEF~ PfP llNIT Df PER ELECTRON (IN liCM) 







C CONTINUOUS ABSORPTION COEFfiCIENT OF HYOR8GEN 









IF(V.LE.,VN(l,Ut GO TO 50 
N= 1 
GO TO 52 
?) IftVoGE.VN(l,JHVI9ANO,JHYaGEo21 GO TO 51 
N=6 
GO TO 52 
51 DO lCl J=2,JHY 
IF(v.u:.vN(1,JII GO TO 101 
N=J 





IF(N~E0~6,ANO~N~HaGE.61 GO TO 53 
1FtNaEO,~nAND~NMHtLE.5l GO Tn 54 QO lOZ J=N,JHY 
SN=J 
GB F = 1. - G 1 * ( G X ( J 1/ V- L: ) 
102 XKSFP=XKBFP+ EXP(CX(JII*GBF/SN**3 
53 X K 8 F P= )( K ~ F P + (E)( P ( C X ( 6 ) ) -1. ) I ( 2 • *C X t 1 ) ) 
XKAF=XKRFP*XKCCl 
54 GFF=le+Gl*( 1.+2.,*TE"'1P*XK/(H*Vt t 
XKFF=XKCCl*GFF/f2c*CXfl)t 









S lJ e. q 0 U T PIE H 2 P li F ( T E M P , W l , A P S C ) 
112P CO"''TINUU,.. A~S COEF, DOES "JOT INCLUDE STIIIIIULATEn E"11S FACT0~. FR.O~ RQr,GESS, ASTROPHY, JOUR"' Vl29, PP432, 1959e 
OI"1ENStn"J C( 141 ,0( 141,A( 141 
~ATA A(li,A(21,A(~I,A(~~,A(51~A(61,A(7),A(811A(91,A(1CI,A(lli,A(12 
11 ,A( 131 ,~( 141 I 3_,4~, .,,.c,, lcQO,, 1';':'10, 2C00n ?500 .. , 3000., 40(' 
2-),. , c;oc c., 600C a, 70CG., 80CC~, 90·:c .. , 10000,. I 
·)AT~ C ( 1 I , C f 2 I , C ( 3 l, C ( 4 I , C ( 5 I , C ( 6), C ( 1 l , C ( 8 I, C ( Q I, C ( 10 I , C ( 111 , C ( 12 
li,C(l'3l,C(l4) I 5'), 19~14, 19.69, 20)2C, 20.59, 20.91, 21.18, 21. 
2"J3, 21,.98, 22o29, 22.,54, 22..,77, 22~Q7, 23..,16 I 
DATA f) ( 1 l , [) ( 2 I , 0 ( 1 I , D ( 4 l , D ( 5 I , D ( 6 I , D (7 t , D ( R I , 0 ( 9 I , D ( 1 C I , D ( 111 , 0 ( 12 
11,0(131,0(141 ICe, 13,46, 4aA42, 2.877, 2.004, 1.522, 1.222, .865 
2, .665, ~538, ,,45C, .386, 4338, ·300 I 
ARSC=Or 
IF(WL.GT.lCOCOOo I GO TO 99 
T=TE"1P/lOOOO. 
IF(Wl-A(lll 9Q,99,10 
10 tFhll-A(l411 11,11,8C 
11 on 12 I= 2.14 
I P =I 
IF ( WL • L T • A ( I I I GO TO 1 3 
12 CONTINUE 
13 6b~ 6 ~~A I+ ( 0 ( I p 1-D ( I M I , * O>ll- A ( I M, , /( A ( I p 1-A ( I M I I 
CC =C ( 1M t + ( C ( I P 1-C ( 1M II* ( WL- A ( I M I II ( A C 1 P t- A ( I M I t 
~o TO QO ( 311 ~ 0 I c = c (1 3 I + ( c (14 l - c ( 1 3 I l * ( WL - A ( 1 3 I tl ( A ( 14 •, - AA ( 11 3 I t 
. QO =0 ( 13) + ( 0 ( 141- D (131 l * ( WL- A ( 11 l l/ (A (14 - -










SUBROUTINE H2LYMN (Wl, ro;MO,XKLY'1NI 
c 
C **** C~lCULATES ABSO~PTION COEFFICIENT OF LYMAN R~ND **** 
c 
C ***** XKLYMN IS ABS. COfF, OF LYMAN ~ANn **** 
C **** CSWL IS THE ABSORPTIO~ CR0SS SECTION **** 
C **** FNO IS OSCILLATOR LINE STRENGTH (F NUMBERI **** 
COMMONICONST11XNH,XNP,XNHEl,XNHE2,XNHE~,XNE,PEB,PB,XNH2,XNH2P,XNHM 
OI~ENSION T(31,W(30t,C(3 30I,CSf3CI 
OATA T(li,T(21,T(311 300Co,6COC.,1GOCO.I 
IJ AT A W (1 t , W (2t , W (3 I , W (4 I , W ( 5 I , w ( 6 I , W (7 I , W (R I , W (9 ) , W ( 1 (' l , W ( 11 t , 
1 W ( 12 I , w ( 1 3 I , W ( 14 I, W ( 15 I , W ( 161 , W ( 1 71 , ~H 18 I , W ( 1 9) , W ( 2 0 II 
21C'00e t 11CCo t 1200~ t 1300" t 1400 ... t 150(;,, t 1600., t 1700~ t 1800e t 1900e t 
32COO, ,2100!'1 ,2200. ,2300 .. ,2340:. ,2360. ,?400" ,2500. ,2600o ,2700. I 
DATA W(211,W(221,W(231,Wf241,W(251,W(26t,W(271,W(281,W(29t,W(30tl 
12800. , 2 QCO"~" , 3000r. ,3100~ , 32CO, , 3 300. , 3400t,, 3480.,, 35CO., 3600. I 
DATA C ( l , 1 I { C ( 1 , 2 I , C ( 1, 3 I , C l 1 , 41 , C ( 1, 51 , C ( 1 , 6 I , C ll , 7 I , C (1 , 8 ) , 
1C(1,91,C(1, OI,Cfl,llt,Cf1,121,Cfl,13t,C(1,141,C(1,15), 
2CC1,161,Cf1t1711 3a5E-19,ln5E-18,2.CE-18,2.5E-18,2.5E-18,2.5E-18, 
3 2. 5E -18, 2 e 5 t-18, 2., 5E-18, 2 o 5E-18, 2, SE-18, 1~ 5E-18, 3. 5E -19, 2" 5 E-20, 
42v5E-20{135E-22{lrOE-22 I 
DATA C( ,181,C( ,191,C(1,20t,Ctl,2li,Cfl,22l,C(l,231,C(l,241, 
1 C ( 1 , 2 5 I , C ( 1 , 2 6 I , C f 1 , 271 , C ( l , 2 8 I , C ( 1 , 2 9 t , C ( 1, 30 t I 2 • 5E- 2 3, 1 & OE- 2 3, 
21~0E-24,l~6E-24,7~0E-25,330E-25,1~3E-25,6~5E-26,6oOE-26,2.5E-26, 
31.5E-26 1 l.OE-27,5~0E-28 I QATA C(L,li,Cf2,2),C(2,3),C(2,41,C(2,51,C(2,61,C(2,71,C(2,81, 
1C(2,9t,C(2,10t,Ct2,111,Cf2,121,Cl2,13),C(2,141,C{2,15), 
2C ( 2,16 I , C ( 2, 1711 1 .. 5E-19, 6 .. C E-1 9, 1., 5E-18, 2, OE -18, 2 .. 5E-18, 2.,. 5f-18, 
3 2;) 5E - 1 B , 2, 5 E- 1 8 , 2" 5 E- 1 8 , 2" 5 E- 18 , 2 : 5 E -18 , 2" C E -1 8 , 1. 5 E -1 8 , 2 • 2 E-1 9 , 
42eOE-19 8oOE-21t7oOE-21 I 
OAT t\ C ( 2, 18) ,C ( t_, 191 , C ( 2, 20 I , C ( 2, 21 l, C ( 2, 2 2 I, C ( 2, 2 3 It C ( 2, 24 t, 
1 C ( 2, 2 5 I , C ( 2 , 2 6 I , C ( 21 2 7 I , C ( 2 , 2 81 , C ( 2 , 2 9 I , C C 2, 3C l I 4, OE- 21 , 
2 2,. 7 E- 21 , l"' 7 E- 2 1 , 1" 4t- 21 , 1" 0 E- 21 , 7" C E- 2 2 , 4o 8 E- 2 2, 3r 8 E- 2 2 , 2. 0 E- 2 2 , 
31. 2E-22, 8(') OE-24, 1.., OE-24,5,. OE-25 I 
r:JA T A C (3, 1 t , C ( 3, 2 I , C (3, 3 I , C ( 3 , 4 I , C ( 3, 5 l , C ( 3 , 6 I , C ( 1, 7 I , C ( 3, A I , 
1 C ( 3, 9) , C ( 3 tl C I , C (3, 111 , C (3, 12 I , C ( 3, 1 3 I , C ( 3, 14 I , C 0, 15 I , C ( 3, Hd , 
2((3,1711 B.OE-20,4.0E-19,l.OE-18,2rOE-18,2.,5E-18,2e5E-18, 









DATA C ( 3 ,18) ,C (3, 19 l , C ( 3, 2C· ) , C ( 3, 21 t , C ( 3, 2 2) , C ( 3, 2 3 t , C ( 3, 24) , 




IF tWL~LT.lCOO~~ANOoWL~GTn3600~) Gn TO 999 
IF (TE~O.GE~lCOC0~) GO TO 20 
IF (TEMOeGEo6CCO~I GO TO 2~ 
IF ( TE~D.:~ GEt. 30':C. t GO TO 30 
IF fTE~DoLTe300C,l GO TO 35 
2 0 00 2 1 J = 1 ' 3 0 CS(JI==C(3,Jl 
21 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
25 DO 26 J=1,3f' CS{J)=CC2,Jl+(C(3,Jt-C(2,Jt l*{TEMD-T(2))/{T(3)-T{2tl 
26 CONTINUE 
GO TIJ 1 CC 
30 DO 31 J=1,30 CS(Jt=C(l,Jt+(C{2,Jt-C(l,Jti*{TEMD-T(ltt/(T(2)-T{1)) 
31 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
35 DO 36 J=l,30 
CS(Jt=Ctl,Jl 
36 CONTINUF 
GO TO 100 
999 XKL VMN=O• 0 





SUB~OUTINE H2PHOT tWL,TEMD,XKPHOTt 
**** CALCULATES AHSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF PHQTOIONIZATION BAND **** 
***** XKDHOT IS ARS~ CnEF~ OF PH0TOIONIZATION RAND **** 
*' ** CS~~t lS THE ~BSO!{PTJON CROSS SECTION **** 
CO~~ON/CnNSTl/X~H,XNP,XNHEl,XNHE2,X~HE3,X~E,PE~,P~,XNH2,XN~2P,XNHM 
I) I MENS I 0~ T (3) , W (8 I , C (3 , 8 t , C S U~ I 
f) AT~ T f 11, T ( 21, T ( 3 I /?OQC\,, 501)(.. , 7CCO. I 
I)ATA W(lt,Wf2l,W(1),W(4),W(5),W(6t,W(7),W(ql/ 










'lh T A C ( 1, 1 l , C ( 1 , 2 I , C ( 1, 3 l, C ( 1 , 4 I , C ( 1, 5 l , C ( 1 , 6 I , C ( 1, 7 I , : ( 1, P l I 
1 1 ~ AE- 1 8 , 3 1 E -l ", c:; C c:- 1 ~ , 6 '· 2 F- l A , 2 · 0::-1 '3 , 2 ~ r E -2 l , ? ~ "• E- 2 3, 2., 0 E- 2 4/ 
lATA C ( 2, 1 I , C { 2, 2 l , C ( 2, 3 I , C ( ? , 4 l , ( ( 2, 'i I , C ( 2, 6 I , C ( 2, 7 I , C ( 2, 8 I I 
1L5E-18,?.,•)f::-10,,4 0E-1~,5.AE-1R,l 5E-1R,2~4E-2~,2,2F-21,4.2E-22/ 
OAT A C ( ~, 11 , C ( 3, 2 I , C ( 3, 3 I , C ( 3 , 4 I , C ( 3 , 5 I , C ( 1, 6 I , C ( 3, 7 I , C f 3, 1i 1/ 
1l~OE-18,1~9E-1R,3,6f-18,5o2E-18,l~CE-18,4.5E-2G,l.5E-?C,5.8E-211 
IF (WlrLT.,500eO,AND,WL~GT.,1100-l GO TO qqq 
1F(TEMD~GE,7CCO~ I GO TO 20 
IF (TEMD.,GEc-5000 ... I GO TO 25 
IF ITEMD.Gfr3C0G.) GO TO 3C 
IF!TE~D~LT.100C.I ~0 TO 35 
20 ')[1 21 J=l,8 
CS{JI=r:<3,Jl 
21 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1CO 
25 110 26 J=l,R 
. C S ( J I= C ( 2, J I+ ( C ( 3, J I -C ( 2, J l I* (T EMD- T ( 21 l I ( T ( 3 I-T( 2 I l 
26 CONTINUE 
Gn TO 100 
3 0 ')0 31 J = 1 '8 
CStJI=Ctl,JI+(Cl2,JI-C(l,Jil*(TEMD-T(lll/(T(21-T(ll I 
11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
35 DO 36 J=l,A 
CS(JI=C(l,JI 
36 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
qqq XK PHOT=O .. 0 
GO TO RSB 
lCO CSWL=ULJY(WL,W,8,CSI 
XKPHOT=CSWL*XNH2 
88 8 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE H2WERNCWL,TEMO,X~WERNI 
**** CALCULATFS A~SORPTION COtFFICIF~T OF WERNER RAND **** 
***** XK~EQN IS ~BS. COEF~ OF WERNER BAND **** 
**** CSWL IS THf ABSORPTION CROSS SECTION **** 
**** F~O IS nSCILLATOR LINF STRENGT~ (F NUMBER) **** 
C n MM1 1 "J /r. ONS Tl I'< "JH, X NP, X NHF 1 , X NH E 2, X NHE 3 , XN E, P EB, Df3, XNH2, XNH 2 P, XNHM 
f) I ~r N S I O"J T ( 3} , W ( 1 3 I , C ( 3 , 13 I , C S ( 1 3 I 
DATA T( 11,1 ( t!.l ,T( 3ti300C':: ,6COO, ,qooo.l 
OAT f\ W ( 1 I , rl ( 2 l, W ( 3 I , W ( 4 I, W ( 5l , w I 6l, W ( 71 , W ( e l , W { 91, W ( 1 f' I , W ( 111, 
l W ( 1 2 l , W { 1 3 I I R 0 ·~ · , 9 C G. , 1 r· C J . , l C 5 C • , 11 C (• :. , 1 1 5 G ,, , 1 2 C 0,., , l 2 50., , 1 3 C C ,, , 
2 l 3 5~ ~ , l 40 C, , 14 S C.. , 1 5 C C. I 
0 
{]\ 
rJ A T A C ( 1 tll , C ( l1 2 I , C (1 , 3 I { C (l , 4 I 1 C (1 1 '5 I , C (1 ! 6 ) { C (1 , 71 , C (1 , 8 I , 
1 C { 1 , 9 I , C ( 1 , 1 C I , L ( 1 , 11 I , C ( , 1 2 I , C 1, 1 J I I 4, c E- 8 , 4. 0 E -1 7 , 
2 R , 0 E -1 e , 8 ,·. C ~ -1 q , 6 ; C !: - 2 0 , A , 0 E- 2 2 , 1 -. 0 E - 2 3 , 1.. 5 E- 2 5 , 2 <! 0 E- 2 7, 2 ~ ' E- 2 9 , 
31, 0E- 31, 4c 5 E- 3 '3, 6.: CE- 3 5/ 
') ~ T ,~ C ( 2, 1 I , C ( :? , 2 I , C ( 2 , 3 I , C ( 2, 4 I , C ( 2, 51 , C ( 2, 61 , C ( 2, 7t , C ( 2, 8) , 
1 C I 2 , g l , C ( 2 , 1 C l , C ( 2 , 11 I , C ( 2, 12 I , C ( 2, 1 3 I I '5o 0 E-18, 3 (I g f -1 7, 1 '! 2 E -1 7, 
24~0~-lB,l~OF-lR,1o5f-1~,1.5E-20,3aOE-21,3.C!:-23,3:CE-26,3,CE-29, 
33.CE-3?,3:0E-151 
DATA C ( ~, 11 , C ( 3,?) , C ( 3 ,3) , C ( 3, 4 I , C ( 1, 5 I , C (3, 6) , C (1, 7l , CD, 9 I, 
1 C ( 1 , 9 I , C {3 , 1 0 l , C ( 3 , 11 l , C ( 3 1 12 l , C ( 3, 13 I I 4~ 2 E- 18 , 2 a 1 E -1 7 , 1. 2 E -1 7, 
2 4~ 3f -1 8, 2 .. JE-1 8, 4., 5 E -19, 1., ~ E-19, 5 ~ 0 E- 2C, 2 e 1 E -2 0, 6a 0 E- 21 , ?t· C E- 21 , 
~3~0E-22,1oOE-23/ 
F~O=O. 4 
IF (WlslT~800eC~ANDd~L .. I,T,.1'50v;-) GO TO qqq 
lF(TE~D.GEe9COO~I GO TO 20 
IF fTEMD.GE.6000~ I GO TO 25 
IF CTEMO.GE.3000~t GO TO 30 
IF (TfMD.LTo30QO, I GO TO 35 
20 DO 21 J=l ,13 
CS(Jl=C(3,Jl 
21 CONTINUF 
GO TO lCO 
25 00 26 J=lt13 
C S ( J I =C ( 2, J I+ ( C ( 3, J t -C ( 2, J I I* (T EMD-T ( 2t II (T ( 31-T ( 2 I) 
26 CO~TINUE 
GO TO 100 
3') f)(1 31 J=l,l3 
C S ( J I = C ( 1 , J I+ ( C f 2 , J 1-C ( 1 , J I I* ( T PW- T( 1 I U ( T I 2 I - Tf 1 I I 
11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
1 c; on 3 6 J = 1 , 1 3 
CS(JI=Cfl,Jt 
3~ CCPHINUE 
GC TO 100 
oog XKWERN=O.O 









SUB R 0 UT I N E LYMAN ( I Z, J, IN PIJ r , T . _, P , F , V , XL K I 





CO~MON/CONST2/ ELM,P~,H~,HEM,HEM2 9 HEM3,H2M,H2PM,H~~,PC 







IFCINPUT.GEcOI GO TO 10 
REAOC1,8t (FNM(I I ,I=ltll t 
8 FORMAT(6Elle4) 
READ (1 , 9 t (A L F (1 , I t , I= 1 , 17 l 
REA0(1,91(ALF(2,It,l=l,l7t 
9 FORMAT(l7F4.0t 
WRITE ( 3, 6t 
6 FORMAT (/,2CX,llHLYMAN LINES,/20X,6HFNM(J)I 
WRITE (3,7) fFNMfit,I=l,lll 
7 FORMAT (2X,lPllE11~3l 
WRITE(3,91(ALF(l,II,I=1,17) 
WRlTEC3,qt(Alf(2,It,l=1,171 
DO 300 11= 1, 2 
DO 300 12=1,4 
00 300 13=1!12 
STRE~G(2,4, 2)=0o 
HWIOTH( ll,12,1'3t=O .. 
300 ll~EHV( ll,Y2,13,=1 
DO 200 NT-=1,3 




'10 2 3 NT= 1, 3 
fJO 24 NN=l,3 
24 WRITE(3,18' lSA(NT,NN,It,I=ltl7t 
2 3 C ('NT T Nll E 
DO 25 ~H=l ,3 







f)!} 4·J ! = 1 ' 1 '1 
A l F ( 1 , I I = A L ~ ( 1 , I I * ·. ~~ L- l 1 
4C ~L(:(:?,II=ALFf2di*,I)CCl 
XN=XNE CAlL GQ. t E _, ( T f MP, l( "J, 1 .. C E + 17, L CE + 1 '3, 1. 0 E + 1 9, 3, 1 7, SA, S 12 I 
CALL GRIE""IT~~P,X~,luCE+l6,lu~E+l7,lcOE+l8,3,16,S~,Sl3) 
FC=2,6l*~E*X~F**~~~67 





IFCIZ,EQ,l.ANI).,F,L T,"C\011 GO Tn 112 






913 FQ~~ATC2X,37HHALFWIOTHS OF LA ANO LB LINES (HV/KTt,2E14,6) 









369 FOQ~ATC2X,41HLINE ST~ENGTHS OF LA AND LR LINES (HV/KTI,2E14.61 
112 IZ=Il+l 
I F ( I Z ~ EO. 2 I GO T n 11 C' 
no ll J=4, 12 
I'..JP=J 
CFNM=FNM(J-1) 
31 CALL HILINE(JNPUT,IZ,TEMP,V,N,NP,CFNM,F,XLKI 









lF(iHLF,)GTeALF(Jl,"J~AXII GO TO 333 






















I~(J.EQ~31 SHAP=SHAPE(Sl3(I~I,Sl3(II l,DALF,ALF(Jl,IMI,ALF(Jl,IJII 
GO TO 44 
WING LINE SHAPES (GRIE~'S BOOK PP Q3) 
IF(JoEQo21 SHAP=Sl2(N~AX I*SwiNG!ALF(J1,N~AXI,OALFI 
IF(J,EQ~31 SHAP=Sl3(NMAX I*SWING(ALF(Jl,NMAXI,OALFI 
XLK=SHAP*CS*F~~(Jl I*X~~(JZ,~I*C*PI*1.CE+OB/IF0*VltiZ,N,NPI**2) 
DIFINATIONS OF nALF, XLK FROM LASHER, WILSnN, AND GRIEF LOCKHEED REPORT 
GO TO 20 
~MAX=l6 
Go rn 49 
CFNM=FNM(Jll 
CALL HILINE(INPUT,Il,TEMP,V,N,~P,CFNM,F,XLKI 









CO~MON/ SIX I WLLH(5QI,WLNHI5t,WLL1(341,WlNl(l31,Wll2(5Ct,WLN2(5t 
COMMON/SIXX/GHVKT(2,4,121,HWH(5CI,~W1(351,HW2(501 
COMMON/HELONE/ NMAX,AHE(34I,XNU(341iWLH[(341,IWMf341 
COM~ON/FOUR/LINEHV{2,4,12) ANM(2,4, 21,PI 
C 0 M"'' ON I BE CIS l N H ( S C I , S L N H flf3 4 I , S L N HE !' ( '50 I 
CGMMON/BLUE/STRENG(2,4,1?1 
i: N DUT =1 
IZ=l 
SETS UP LINES FOR ORDERING IN DELTWL 
')0. 52 N = 1 , 50 
rlWH ( '\') :()., 
HW2(1'.1=0~ 
SLN''(5C 1=0, 
SL NdU ( 5C· I ==(• 
WLL>-l(Nl=C· 
c; ? ri L L .? I "! I = (' . 
~J= c 
')'1 5(' 1<=!.4 




IF(>'Illfl,K,Jl~U=,?.l G'l TO '50 






t\J = 'j 
DO 51 K=l,4 
nn 51 JJ=l,t2 
J=l3-JJ 
IFI~ll(2,K,J).LE~2~1 GO TO 51 
IF(LINEHY(2,K,Jt.GT-01 GO TO 51 
N=~+1 
HW2(Nl=GHVKT(2,K,JI 
SL NHE2 (_1\J I=STRENG( 2, K, J l 
ALL2(NI=WLL(2,K,J) 
51 CONTI'\IUE 











U 1 M 'J. 0 N I F 0 U R I l I ~ F HY ( 2 , 4 , 1 2 ) , AN M ( 2 , 4 , 1 2 I , P I 
CI 1 MMON/T3/XNN(2,12l,XIll,XIINTS,XLO,XHE(261,FLX,FLXL 
(0M~ON/BLUE/STRENG(2,4,121 
DlMfNSION F'\IM(91 
IF(INPUT~GE~OI GO TO 10 
READ(l,91(FN"1( It,I~:I,91 
9 FCR~AT(6Ell,4) 
l.JF IT E ( 3, 6 I 
6 !='I R "'1 AT (I , 2 •J X , 1 8 H R l T 7 P ASCHE t\J l IN ~ S , 12 (' X, 6'1 F t\J M ( I I I 
~PITE (3,71 CFN~(li,I=l,o) 
7 ,:UR"1AT :2X,lP9~11~31 
"J=3 
S=f\1 
f)Q 1 12 I Z = l , 2 












STRE"JG IS THE LINE STRENGTH IN UNITS OF I~VE~Sf C~-SEC 
111 a~~(lZ,~,~Pl=Be*fiS*PI*VlfiZ,N,~PI*SEI/ISP*CII**2*CF/IELM*CI 
112 CONTINUE 
DO 31 J=4,12 
NP=J CFN'I=FNM( J-31 
~1 CALL HILINE(INPUT,IZ,TEMP,V,N,NP,CFNM,F,XLKI 
';0 TO 20 
10 N= 3 
~P=J 
IFfLINEHY(Il,N,NP)~GT~OI GO TO 2C 
Jl=J-3 CFNM=FNM(Jll CALL HILINEIINPUT,IZ,TE~P,V,N,NP,CFNM,F,XLKI 
XLK IS IN UNITS OF 1/CM 
2(' RE TUQ,N 
END 
FUNCTION PARH2CT,LI 
CALCULATION OF THE MOLECULAR HYDROGEN l~TERNAL PARTITION FUNCTION ( FROM ROSEN~AUM ANO LEVITT NASA TN D 11071 
DIMENSION 11(4,51 
C TEMP FROM 5000 TO lCCOC 
O~,TA A(1,li,A(1,2),A(l,3),A(l,41,A(l,51 I -6o54683, "881995E-02, 
1-- 3A8423E-06, ,165~57E-C9, -, 54479QE-l4/ 
C TEMP FROM 10COC TO 2CCCO 
OfiTA A(2,l),A(2,n,A12,3),A(2,41,A(?,'51 I -4"80441, o}309313E-02, 
l~ll373QE-05, .226904£-10, -~835477f-151 
C TEMP FROM 20000 TO ~CC00 
DATA A ( 3 , 11 , A ( 3, 2 I , A ( 3 , 3 I , A ( 3 , 4 I , A ( 3, 5 I I - 11 7 • 8 36, a C 1 2 6 6 3 6 , 
1 .1352q4E-05, -el6l'541J:-l(, o768922F-l6 I 
C TEMP FRO~ 50(00 TO ltGOC~ 
ruTA AC4,li,A(4,21,A(4,31,A(4,4l,A(4,51 I -6q3o782, :o0547547, 
1 · 150qlt...f-0!1, --60'3507E-12, . 5R63C'lf-ls:l I 
I F ( T- l r :~ G _l, I 1 :-· , 11 , 1 1 
lC \J=l 
GO TC' U 
1 1 I F ( T - 2 C ; r< t' .., I 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 3 
1 2 1\j: 7 










13 IF(T-5C:C ... hl 14,14,15 
14 t-J=3 
GU TO 16 
15 "J=4 
16 IF(L~GT~OI Gn T~ ZC 
Z=A(N,l) 
00 100 J=2,5 
I(:J-1 
l~~ Z=l+A("J,J.*T**'< 
GO TfJ 200 
2C l=~(N,n 
00 10 1 J = 3' '5 
K=J-2 
101 Z=Z+(J-lt*A(N,JI*T**K 









CALCULATION OF TH~ INTERNAl PARTITION FUNCTION OF H2P ION 
(FRO~ PATCH ~NO MCBRfryE NASA TN Q 4,23) 
DP1ENSION A(4,5t 
TEMP FRO~ 49CC TO lCCCO 
DATA ACltlt!A(l,~t,A(1,3l,A{l,4I,A(l,51 I 33~1155, -e749475E-02, 
1 ~846179t-O~, 9172222E-08, -~991997E-13 I 
TEMP FROM 10000 TO ?0000 
nATA l'd2,li,AC2,21,A(2,31,A(2,41,A(2,51 I -t:ll5436f+C4, ,224826, 
1 c6?R029E-05, -al83934E-C9, -~55C228E-15 I 
TEMP FROM 20QOC TO SC0CO 
nAT~ A(3,l),A(3,2J,A(3,3t,A0,4J,A(3t51 I -o396794f+04, .,654921, 
1 -~l647ClE-04, ~253177E-C9 1 - 171716E-14 I 
TE~P FRO~ 5000C TO 560UO 
1ATA A{4,U,AC4,2),A(4,31,A(4,41,A(4,51 I :31300AE+C'4, ~09Rl359, 
1 r 76 56 C 2 E- 0 6 , - ~ 53 4 11 C r- ll , - ., 9 6 7 7 6 3 E -1 A I 
LTNEAP FqQ~ ~6CuC rn 1LCCU0 (0(1C000CI EQUAlS 10**4) 
IFfT-56008. I q,q,5C 
IF(L,GT~OI GO TO 55 
Z=8042.+~0195R*T 
r,o rn 200 
Z=,019?8 
GO T:l 2 CC 
IFIT-lf'C·CO~~t l'},l·'J,ll 
"J=l 
r,r) ro 16 
IF ( r-2·:('\os" 1 12, 12,13 
-\)1 
1 ;> N= 2 
GO Tn 16 
1 3 IF (T- 5 CJ,O ~" l 14,14 tl 5 
14 '1=3 
GCJ rn 16 
15 'I= 4 
16 IF(L.GT.0} GO TO ?J 
~=A('I,l l 
fJC 1 0 (I J = 2, 5 
I(::J-1 
lCr Z=Z+A(N,JI*T**K 
GO rn 200 
20 Z=A('I,21 







C HYDROGEN PA~TITION FUNCTION 
C TH~ LTH MQMENT 
COMMO'I/PART1/ DE,NMH,N~HEl,N~HE2 
XK=Lr 38044E-16 





IFf'I"1H-21 71, 30, 3C 




IF(E-6t:': 1 51'\, sr, 11 
~r Z=7•~**L*G*~XP(-f) 
71 P/\~TI-1=2, *7 




SURROUT!~E SGLV~( IS~,EPS,TE~P,PF,JTTt 
C S0Lvcs SAHa ~JUATIJ~S FO~ COMPOSITION 
COMMrN/CnNSTl/X~H,XNP,XNHFl,XNHc2,X~HE3,X~E,PfR,PB,XNH2,XNH2P,XNHM C~M~ON /C'}'JS T2/ E"', P~, H ~,HE~ ,H E">i2, HE ~3, H2'14, H2P~, HMM, PC 
C0MMON/CONST3/XK,H,C,RH,~HF,XJH,XIHEl,XtHE?,XDISS,W5,W6 
C 0 M"1QN I Sf) LV 1/ A 7 , a ':l, A q , A L r:, P. ETA, GAMMA , X NH2 o P, X NH E p 
CCM~CN I S~LV2/ 0 4, qs,~~,nELTA,ZET4,~TA 
DGUBLF po~cisr~N r4, ~5,R6,D~LTA,ZfTA,~TA,zsnLvE 
ODU3LE PRtCISI 0~ A7,Aq,A9,ALF,BFTA,GAMMA,ON~,A7P,AOP 
Dnu~LE PREC!SIO~ A(3CI,~(3Ct,Gf3f),of1r) 
DOUBLC 0 AECISIO~ D(3~t,l(30t,E(3Cl,X,B4P,RAP 
DOUBLE PRECISIQN ~SORT 
ITT=l 




JF(XNH2PP.LTol t GO TO 5( 






Z ( 1 t = ( 0 ~E- A ( lt t *A9P I ( 2~ *A ( 1 t *A f 1 I I 
P ( 1 J =2• *Z ( 11 *A ( 1 t *HP 
D ( U = P ( U /( B 5+ P ( U t 
~(l,=B6/(B6+P(llt 
IF ( I S w .. L Tt. 11 W R IT E (3 , 3 0 I J , P ( 1 t , E LJ I , lJ f 1 t t A ( 1 l ' Z (1 t 
IF(XNHfP.,GTolot GO TO S'i 






~( J I=A9ll<{ '1~F-J( J I )f ( P( J t+AO*( O~lf-D( J) I) 
!F(A(JI,LT.-f'(Jil W~ITF(3,31 )A(J),[)(JI 
11 F'"'I<MAT( lfX121-l~(JL.LT.O(Jl,2Dl4-hl 
IF (~(JI .. LT,D(JII A(Jl=O(JI l~(E(Jl ~T~ONEI WRITE(3,~32ll EfJI 
4 3 2 1 r: C R. ~ AT (:~ ·J X ,l 2 H ~ ( J I ,, G L l ~ t. C , 0 14 · fd 
IF(E(Jl-~T.nNEI ~(JI=ONt 
X= ::3 4D~t( l"lE- f ( J I I I ( 41 * ( ONE -D ( J I I* *2 :~~< (n 'J [- ~ ( J I I**? I 
ZLII=Z() 1llVEfXI _ ., ~ ZfJI X J!=(}<)W LT.1.,.0R. J.GT.25l wDJHH,.,'_IJ,O(JitL(JI,O(Jl,A(Jl, ' 
3 r' F n R '-1 ~ T ( 2 X , I t, , 6 f1 1 4 - ~-, I ,. . , .-. 
, IFf~::l,S(SNGL((P(JI-PIJJll/P(Jlli,LT,fD:,) l,,l T· f-..._ 
... 
-VI 
q1 CONTI NU!: 
IF ( X~'lHEP,.l T, 1 .. I G:J T0. t,.::, 
C HVDROGE~ AND HELIU~ 
55 A7P=A7/4EP 
~( 1 t=ZSOLVE ( A7P l 
P I U = ( 2 ~ * l ( l I * ( A (1 ) -0 ( 1 l * (0 N E -A ( 1 I l I + f ( 1 l * ( 0 N F- Z ( 1 ) I I *H P + B ( 1 I *HE P G(li=A8/(P(ll+A8) 
IF ( I SW ~ l T., 0 I ~J R I H. 0, ll J, P ( J I , E ( J I , D ( J l , A ( J I , Z { J I , G f J I , B ( J) 









IF ( P ( J I • LEo 0 • I W R IT E (3, 1 I J , P ( J I , E ( J I , I) ( J I , A ( J I , X, l ( J I , G ( J I , B ( J ) 
IF(E(JI~GToONEI WRITFC3,43211 ECJI 
Jf(E(JI~Gr~~NEl ECJl=n~F 
X= A4 P* ( 01\JE -E ( J I 1/ ( 4., * ( JN E-1) ( J I I* *2 * { 0\IE -I'd J I I **21 
ZCJI=ZSflLVE(Xl 
G(JI=A8/(P(JI+ARI 
B ( J I= A 7 I ( (ON E-G ( J I l *P ( J I+ A 7 I 
t F ( I S W ., LT. t), OR~ J!: G T:: 2 5 l W R IT E ( 3 tl I J , P ( J I , E ( J I , 0 ( J I , A ( J I , X , Z ( J I , G ( J I 
l,f3(JI 
1 FOR~ATf2X,I6,9Dl4~6t 




2 ~nP~AT(//lOX,4HJ = ,I6,1CX,23HNO CONVERGENCE IN SOLVE//1 
GO TO 7C 





IF ( 1 Sw l T- :} l WR T T'= ( ~, 3 I J, ~I 1 I , P ( 11 , A. 7, A~ 
l)fl 101 J=2,~C 
ITT =J 
GIJl=~e/(D(J-11+60.1 
rq J I = !1.1 I ( P f J -1 I * f IJ N :---; ( J t l + ~ 7 I 
P : J I= P, I J 1 ~ ( '"l~J '= + G I J l I tq .. p; P 
n=nsv~~tr :.nQ,J,r;T~2'il wt<IHP,~I J,::qJt,'"JfJI,PIJI 
I r ( tV~ S ( S "J •; L ( ( D ( J I - P ( J -1 I l/ P ( J I I I. l. T '= P S I GrJ T n 8 C 
I I:" ( r-; ( J I ·' 1. T . r· ':' l D ( J ) = ( 0 ( J l + p ( J- 1 ) I I 2 ~ 




t;C T'J 7( 




























DATA Cl,C2tC3iC4!C5,C6/ -~57.7215, ,99Q90J9, -e2499l06, 
1 5 .. 5l0968t-02, -()>!'76('.)41:-03, l~07860F.-03/ 
r THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES 0.5-E3(ll AND htSn PETURNS 1-EXPl-Zt AS E 
SE3=0 .. 5 
==1 .. " If ( LGE'! 10.01 GC TO 3C 
Q IF(Z- .. CCOll lC,lC,3 
lC ~=l 
Sf 3=7 










IF fl-LJCI I)CJ,50,1CC 












C THIS FUNCTION FITS ~ ST~AIGHT LINE qETWEFN OQINTS X(Jl ANOX(J+ll 
C AND EVALUATES THE VALUE OF V AT THE POINT X~ 
C XPOINT MUST AE POSITIVE AND INCREASE WITH NPOINT 
c 
ULJY=O~ 
IF(X~LT~XPOINT(111 GO TO 100 
IFtX~.GT,XPOINT(NPOINTI I GO TO lCO 
lF(X.,EQ .. XPOINT(l)) GO TO 99 
11 SC J=2,NPOII\JT 
t(=J-1 
L=J 




r;o TO lCr:' 
o o U L J '( = Y P 0 I 1\J T( 1 l 








D~DTIT!:}~! FIJ'~CTIC\! >=·"""'~ \ATIJRAL HFLltJM 
LT~ ,.,.,~~~='""JT i1F TH~ PARTITIO"J FUNCTIP"J 
CO~~UN/DA~Tl/ nf,~~Y,N~HF1,N~HF2 
J I ~E "'S I 'J\: w ( 2 5 I , G ( 2 5 l , R ( 2 'i l 
H=6.) 62'5 17F:-27 
XK=l· l1>~44~-b 
i,=2,90 7 Q1LE+lC 
c **'** P~<PJCJ:l,\L ;ua'fTtl'.A \lU'..,uEc IS 1 
C **** W(!\J=ll =C HI).J IS TAKE"J CAHE OF FlY SETTING l = 
C **** PR!'J(JDAL ~IJ1'HU'~ 'Jli1>Ai1~~ IS 2 
.~( l 1=15<;~50" 32 
~~ 2l =166271· 7C 
W(31=16q(:q,5( 
W( 41=171129· 15 
C **** PRI"JCI 0 Al ~UA~Tll~ \!U~~ER IS 3 
W(51=lq6CC'O, 
C **** PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBER IS 4 
1'1(6)=191444:> 
C **** PRI~CIDAL QUA!\JTU~ NUMRER IS 5 
~I 71 = 19 3 a 15 .. 
C **** PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMREP IS 6 
~(AI=195255-. 
C. ****PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBEP JS 7 
. ~191=196065~ 
C ****PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMREA IS B 
W(101=19659()., 
C **** PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMBER IS Q 
'.ol ( 11 I = 1 9 6 9'5 0 o ( **** PRI!\JCIPAL QUA"JTUM NUMRFR IS 10 
~( 121=1q72J8s 
C **** PRINCIPAL QUANTUM NUMHER IS 11 
\tl( 131=1q7400~ 
W( 141=197'543., 
W I 1 5 I = 1 9 7 o 5 '),. 
W( l6l=lq7745~ 
Wf 17) =197817-. 
~ ( 1 '3 I= 1 9 7 fl76 .. 
~H 19 I= 19 70 ~ ')., 
-II 2C) =1 97967~ 
W ( 21 ) = 1 G 7 8 0(-. 
f1(?21=19B011 .. 
,4( 231 =1 '7qr:5A: 
W(24)=10A(77., 




0(1 lC' J=5,24 
XJ =J-2 










DO 11 J=1,24 
IF(w(JI~GT,WMI GO TO 12 
~(JI=H*C*w(Jl/(XK*TI 
IF(R(JI~GT.60.I Gn TO 2C 
11 l=l+G(Jl*(R{Jl**LI*FXP(-R(JII 





FUNCTION ZHE2(T ll 
PARTITION FUNCTiON FOR POSITIVE HELIUM ION 








IF{NMHf2.LTe21 GO TO 51 










1nUnlf PQECISTnN ZSill vr,x,A,r)S'WT 
p::(x- .. C:-'11 1C',2C,2Q 
1 n h =I) S ~J t• 7 ( X I * { 1, + X I R, -X* X 112 P ·> I -X 12 -
GD T l 1'.'" 
20 lF(X-l(f":( I 3·)9~(,4'~ 
3') l\='<*(!1$~.n(l,+4, /Xl-1 II? 
G! T 1 1 ',~ 
4C A::ol--1 /X 
lf~" 7S'lLVr-=~ 
R c. r'h "' 
c. '\Jf) 
1\J 
0 
